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Turkey Overview
Now is the right time to explore the prospects for your business in Turkey. With its
many and varied opportunities, doing business in Turkey can be highly rewarding
for those who are well prepared.
Turkey is a large rapidly developing country and EU accession negotiations are
leading to significant opportunities for UK companies in a broad range of sectors.
Indeed, the country is already Europe's seventh and the world's eighteenth largest
economy. Its recent economic growth record, its talented, young workforce and its
geographical location as a prime hub for regional market access, make Turkey a
hugely attractive destination for UK and European trade and investment.
The business environment is little different from anywhere else. In Turkey you will
find the same keen competitiveness, the same thirst for high quality and the same
insatiable appetite for trade. Like any new market, if you want to be successful
and fully realise your potential, it is crucial to understand the culture and how
business operates locally. However, the challenges of market entry should not
be underestimated.
UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) provides a full service to prospective investors
in Turkey.

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Doing Business in Turkey

Foreword from Leigh Turner, HM Consul-General Istanbul
and Director-General of UK Trade & Investment for Turkey,
Central Asia & South Caucasus
I am delighted to contribute to this guide to “Doing Business in Turkey”.
Turkey is a dynamic market and a country with which the UK enjoys a close political
and economic relationship. The economist Jim O’Neil, of BRICs fame, has identified
Turkey as one of four MINT countries (alongside with Mexico, Indonesia and
Nigeria) likely to become global economic leaders by 2050. In July 2010, Turkish
Prime Minister Erdogan and British Prime Minister Cameron signed a Strategic
Partnership which serves to deepen our bilateral relationship and recognises
Turkey’s growing global political and economic influence. The partnership includes
the goal of doubling trade between the United Kingdom and Turkey by 2015.
I am pleased to say we are on track to achieve that.
Our strategy is to showcase UK excellence and expertise and promote the UK
as Turkey’s partner of choice for trade and investment. We have matched the
strengths of the British economy with demand from Turkey in priority sectors,
including ICT; renewable energy, including civil nuclear power; infrastructure,
including airports, rail, road and ports; financial and business services; and defence
and security technologies.
Turkey is Europe’s sixth and the world’s seventeenth largest economy. Its economic
growth record, its talented young workforce and its geographical location, straddling
Europe and Asia and providing a hub for access to regional markets in Central Asia
and the South Caucasus, make Turkey a key destination for UK and European
trade and investment. The Customs Union with the EU and recent political,
economic and legal reforms are also helping businesses to grow and prosper here.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

One illustration of the close UK-Turkey relationship is the GREAT Campaign.
This is a series of exciting events and initiatives designed to share and promote
opportunities for Turkish and British businesses, and Turkish and British people, to
work together in partnership more closely than ever before. The GREAT campaign
is helping to secure UK participation in major infrastructure projects in Turkey and
to encourage increased Turkish inward investment into the United Kingdom (the UK
is already one of the largest foreign investors in Turkey). The campaign is also
promoting educational links between Turkey and the UK, including increasing the
numbers of students going to the UK.
In recent years, more and more UK companies have set up operations in Turkey
in response to the opportunities available. There are now over 2,400 UK companies
doing business in Turkey. Well-known names include Tesco, Vodafone, BP, Shell,
HSBC, Harvey Nichols, Rolls-Royce, Diageo and Astra Zeneca. In 2012 alone,
British foreign direct investment into Turkey was $1.9 billion.
I am confident this guide will be helpful to companies interested in doing business in
Turkey. My experienced UK Trade & Investment team in Turkey is also here to help.
You can contact them via uktiturkey@fco.gov.uk for specific market information and
further advice about your approach to doing business in Turkey.

Leigh Turner
HM Consul-General Istanbul and Director-General of UK Trade & Investment
for Turkey, Central Asia & South Caucasus
www.gov.uk/government/world/turkey

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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About UK Trade & Investment (UKTI)
UKTI is the British Government department that helps UK-based companies
succeed in an increasingly global economy. UKTI also helps overseas companies
bring their high quality investment to the UK’s economy. UKTI’s range of expert
services are tailored to the needs of Individual businesses to maximise their
international success. UKTI provides companies with knowledge, advice and
practical support.
Through a range of unique services, including participation at selected tradeshows,
outward trade missions and providing bespoke market intelligence, UKTI can help
you crack foreign markets and get to grips quickly with overseas regulations and
business practice.
With headquarters in London, UKTI have professional advisers around the UK
and staff across more than 100 countries.
Contact UKTI
Contact your local International Trade Team or Scottish Development International
(SDI), Welsh Government (WG) or Invest Northern Ireland (INI) offices to find out
more about the range of services available to you.
You can find your nearest International Trade Team at:
www.gov.uk/ukti
General UKTI enquiry number: +44 (0) 207 215 5000
UK Trade & Investment
1 Victoria Street
London,
SW1H 0ET
United Kingdom
Email: enquiries@ukti.gsi.gov.uk

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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About International Market Advisor (IMA)
International Market Advisor (IMA) works
with British and Foreign Government
departments, Embassies, High
Commissions and international Chambers
of Commerce throughout the world. Our
work helps to identify the most efficient
ways for British companies to trade with
and invest in opportunity-rich overseas
markets.
During the last ten years IMA has
worked ‘in association’ with the British
Government's overseas trade and
investment department UK Trade &
Investment (UKTI), and has written,
designed, produced, launched and
distributed over one million copies of
more than 100 country-specific print and
multi-media based reports, guides and
publications, including the internationallyrecognised ‘Doing Business Guide’ series
of trade publications. These are composed
of market and industry sector-specific,
multi-format print and digital trade reports,
together with some of the internet’s most
visited international trade websites - all of
which are designed to advise and assist
UK companies looking to trade with and
invest in overseas markets. These reports
and guides are then distributed free-ofcharge through the IMA and UKTI global
networks - over 250 distribution outlets in
total. Further distribution takes place at
global exhibitions, roadshows, conferences
and trade missions, and IMA receives daily
requests for additional copies of the guides
from these networks and from businesses
considering exporting.
Each of IMA’s 'Doing Business Guides’ is
produced in three formats: a full colour,
glossy, paper-based brochure; a supporting
fully-interactive and updatable multi-media
based website; and the website contents
available as a free-of-charge downloadable
smartphone/tablet app.

The guides’ contents focus on the market
in question, how to approach that market
and the help and support available, and
include informative market overviews, plus
details of business opportunities, listings
with website links to British and Foreign
Government support services and essential
private sector service-provider profiles.
Sponsoring a ‘Doing Business Guide’
therefore offers a unique opportunity to
positively promote your products and
services to high-profile business leaders,
specific exporters, investors and effective
business travellers who will be actively
seeking out service providers to assist
them in developing their business interests
in the targeted markets.
For more information on IMA
please visit our website:
www.DoingBusinessGuides.com
Contact IMA
Office address
International Market Advisor
IMA House
41A Spring Gardens
Buxton
Derbyshire
SK17 6BJ
United Kingdom
Email
info@ima.uk.com
General enquiries switchboard
+44 (0) 1298 79562
Media enquiries
Newsdesk & out of hours
+44 (0) 1298 79562

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Doing Business in Turkey

ABOUT THIS GUIDE
This guide aims to provide a route map of the way ahead, together with signposts
to other sources of help.
The main objective of this Doing Business in Turkey Guide is to provide you with
basic knowledge about Turkey; an overview of its economy, business culture, potential
opportunities and to identify the main issues associated with initial research, market entry,
risk management and cultural and language issues. We do not pretend to provide all the
answers in the guide, but novice exporters in particular will find it a useful starting point.
Further assistance is available from the UK Trade & Investment team in Turkey. Full contact
details are available in this guide.
Much of the information presented in this guide has been contributed by experts at UK
Trade & Investment, British Diplomatic Posts and the British Chambers of Commerce. The
Turkey Business Guide is intended to provide general business advice and should not be
used as a substitute for market research, due diligence or legal and professional services.
The guide is available in four formats:
•

Website (www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk)

•

a ‘free’ downloadable 'mobile device-friendly’ App

•

PDF Download (please see the website for more details) and

•

this full colour hard-copy Brochure

Doing Business in Turkey Guide Team;
Project Manager:

Craig Smith

Managing Editors:

Olivia Taylor and Brian Underwood

Sponsorship Manager:

James Clowes

Creative Manager:

Paul King

Creative Consultants:

Twistedgifted www.twistedgifted.co.uk

Printed using materials
from sustainable sources

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
‘Doing Business in Turkey Guide’ published in the UK by International Market Advisor Ltd.
© 2014 International Market Advisor Ltd (unless otherwise stated). All rights reserved.
Contains public sector information licensed under the Open Government Licence v2.0.
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Doing business in Turkey has never been easier
and now is the right time to explore the prospects
for your business in Turkey. With its many and varied
opportunities, doing business in Turkey can be highly
rewarding for those who are well prepared.

WHY TURKEY?
www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Doing Business in Turkey

Why Turkey?

Economy

Doing business in Turkey has never been
easier and now is the right time to explore
the prospects for your business in Turkey.
With its many and varied opportunities,
doing business in Turkey can be highly
rewarding for those who are well prepared.

•

Turkish GDP expanded 1.70% in the
first quarter of 2014 over the previous
quarter, and 4.3% year-on-year in the
first quarter of 2014

•

Turkey is expected to be the fastest
growing economy among OECD
members during 2011-2017, with an
annual average growth rate of 6.7%

•

According to HSBC’s “The World in
2050” report, Turkey will be the world’s
12th and Europe’s 4th biggest
Economy by 2050. Turkey aims to
be among the world’s 10 largest
economies by 2023, on the 100th
anniversary of the foundation of the
Republic.

Turkey is a large rapidly developing
country and EU accession negotiations
are leading to significant opportunities for
UK companies in a broad range of sectors.
Indeed, the country is already Europe's
seventh and the world's eighteenth largest
economy. Its recent economic growth
record, its talented, young workforce and
its geographical location as a prime hub
for regional market access, make Turkey
a hugely attractive destination for UK and
European trade and investment. Turkey
is Europe’s BRIC.
The business environment is little different
from anywhere else. In fact it is often said
that it is easier to do business in Turkey
than other emerging markets. In Turkey
you will find the same keen
competitiveness, the same thirst for high
quality and the same insatiable appetite
for trade. Like any new market, if you want
to be successful and fully realise your
potential, it is crucial to understand the
culture and how business operates locally.
However, the challenges of market entry
should not be underestimated, and UK
Trade & Investment (UKTI) provides a full
service to prospective investors in Turkey.

The ongoing EU accession talks are
also a key driver for the modernisation
of Turkey’s economy and business
environment. With a large domestic
market of 74 million people, Turkey is
also a springboard to the markets of
Central Asia & the Middle East.
Trade and Economic Relations
•

According to the IMF, by end of 2013,
Turkey was the world’s 16th largest
economy (and Europe’s 6th). It is
forecast to be in the world’s top 10
by 2023.

•

Turkey has the youngest and fastest
growing population in Europe (700,000
graduates per year).

•

Istanbul’s economy alone is larger
than the collective economies of
12 EU countries.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

•

•

Turkey will be the second fastest
growing country in the World by 2018
(OECD figures).

Export Market
•

Turkey’s export volume was $163.3
billion in 2012, $20 billion more than
the amount registered for 2011.

•

The EU is Turkey's biggest import and
export partner, and Turkey ranks 7th in
the EU's top import and 5th in export
markets (EC Commission, May 2014)

•

Turkey has been in a customs union
with 27 EU countries since 1995 and
has free trade agreements with 19
other countries.

Turkey is the World’s second largest
construction and contracting sector.

Trade between the UK and Turkey is
growing rapidly and increased by almost
40% since 2009. The current value of
UK-Turkey trade is worth over $11 billion
a year.
There are a significant number of large
business links between the UK and Turkey.
Over 2,500 UK companies are currently
operating here including BP, Shell,
Rolls-Royce, Vodafone, Unilever (UK),
BAE, HSBC, Aviva and Diageo. Several
retail giants/high street names such as
TESCO, Harvey Nichols, M&S, and Laura
Ashley also have significant operations in
Turkey.
Turkish Businesses

Turkey has many of the characteristics
of both a European and a Middle Eastern
country. It lives with the cultures of both
secularity and Islam. It has a rich and
varied history and has seen many different
empires rise and fall. It is a country of
profound international pride and a unique
location as the bridge between Europe
and Asia.

•

Doing Business

•

Turkish companies are becoming
major players in the global market
place.
There are currently 145,000 Turkish
entrepreneurs operating in Europe,
employing 627,000 people and
running €63 billion worth of
businesses.

•

Starting a business in Turkey takes an
average of six days, compared to the
world average of 30.6 days and OECD
average of 12 days.

•

FDI inflows to Turkey amounted to
$15 billon by the end of 2012.

•

Three quarters of Turkey’s overall
FDI comes from the EU.

With a large domestic consumer market of
74 million, Turkey is also a springboard to
the markets of central Asia and the Middle
East.
Given the existence of the Customs
Union, since 1995, a pre-requisite for
EU accession, EU companies do not
experience many of the same obstacles
they face in other high growth markets.
However challenges such as, regulatory
hurdles, decision making paralysis and
sudden changes to legislation and
regulations, without warning and
consultation, can be frustrating.

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Doing Business in Turkey

Feedback from some Turkish companies
suggested that British companies are
perceived as risk-adverse, over cautious
and slow to make decisions. Although
requisite due diligence is advised, UK
business needs to demonstrate a
commitment to the market, either by
having a visible presence here or building
and maintaining strong relationships.
This means regular visits to the market;
and a willingness to commit to projects
or business opportunities early on – by
demonstrating a key products/skills-set
and capability to fulfil Turkish requirements
with an indication that they are prepared
to discuss and tailor the final solution to
Turkish needs. Having a Turkish partner
will ensure that British companies will be
in a position to react to very short tender
timelines in Turkey and will be well placed
to provide defined specifics later.
Turkey’s Competitiveness and
Transparency
Turkey is ranked as 69 out of 189 in the
World Bank’s “Doing Business 2013
Report”, placed above other high growth
markets. Key indicators include ease of
starting a business. “Turkey made starting
a business less costly by eliminating
notarisation fees” and paying taxes
“Turkey lowered the social security
contribution rate for companies by offering
them a 5% rebate”.
Turkey ranks 44 out of 148 in the 2013-14
Global Competitiveness index compiled by
the World Economic Forum.

Transparency International corruption
indicators, rate Turkey 53rd out of 177
countries in their 2013 index – up from
77th out of 133 countries ten years ago,
and 56th out of 178 in 2010.
New Turkish Commercial Code
The New Turkish Commercial Code
(which came into force on 1 July 2012)
goes some way to addressing the need
for greater transparency and reduced
bureaucracy in Turkish business as well as
flexibility in directorship. Increasingly more
Turkish companies have strong corporate
governance and social responsibility
structures in place. Turkish companies
are now subject to Corporate Governance
Compliance legislation and in due course
conformity to international financial
reporting standards (IFRS) which should
ensure increased international confidence
in the market.
www.mondaq.com/x/160770/
While the New Code has been praised
by all stakeholders for increasing
transparency and access to commercial
information, the extent of effectiveness
will be in execution and implementation.
SMEs, which account for the majority of
Turkish business, are the most likely to
find the new requirements challenging.
UK-based research firm Oxford
Business Group (www.oxfordbusinessgroup.com/economicupdates)
has commented that “The Commercial
Code should mitigate some of the legal
problems historically faced by investors”.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

The main motivators behind this major
overhaul are:
•

•

•

To increase transparency, auditing,
corporate governance and
accountability
To harmonise the Commercial Code
with the new corporate income, civil
and penal codes
To ease the bureaucratic procedures,
end disputes over intellectual property,
increase shareholder rights and
encourage FDI

Business and Human Rights
Turkey is a member of the Council of
Europe and subject to the European
Convention on Human Rights which sets
out key fundamental rights and freedoms.
It has signed and ratified the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. As
a participating State of the OSCE, it has
ratified the eight core ILO Conventions on
Labour standards.
Turkey is working to meet relevant
standards through the EU reform process.
It had signed and ratified OPCAT but has
yet to implement it. (Optional Protocol to
the Convention Against Torture.)
Turkish law provides for assembly and
association. However, the government
required significant prior notification for
gatherings and in some cases restricted
meetings to designated sites. The law
provides most but not all workers (certain
public employees such as military and
police) with the right to form and join
unions of their choice, to conduct their
activities without interference, and to
bargain collectively.
There are no restrictions on membership
or participation of people or unions in
regional, national, or international labour
organisations, but such participation must
be certified by a notary public and reported
to the government.

Turkish law protects children from
exploitation in the workplace, and prohibits
children under 18 from working in certain
professions or under hazardous
conditions. The government effectively
implements the law, but child labour
continues to exist.
Greater regulation and adherence to
health and safety standards is important
and respect for the UN Guiding Principles
which set a global standard for preventing
and addressing the risk of adverse impacts
on human rights linked to business activity.
The constitution permits measures,
including positive discrimination, to
advance gender equality. While women
enjoy the same rights as men under the
law, societal and official discrimination
continues in employment and are generally
under-represented in managerial-level
positions in business and government.
LGBT individuals continue to suffer
discrimination and intimidation, including
incidents of hate speech and attacks.
The government has taken several steps
in recent years to improve the rights of
its Kurdish citizens, including through
provision of Kurdish language media and
a gradual increase of its use in education;
e.g. elective lessons in schools. However,
arrests of Kurdish activists and politicians
under anti-terrorist laws, regular legal
action against parties standing on a
Kurdish platform, lengthy trials and the
impact of the security response to the PKK
terrorist threat remains a significant source
of tension. There are increasing concerns
about freedom of expression in Turkey.
While diverse media exists across print
and broadcast outlets and social media
publications are highly polarises and
there is an increasing environment of
self-censorship.
Turkey was judged to be 154th out of 179
countries in the Reporters without Borders
Press Freedom Index for 2013 (down from
148th in 2011-12).

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Doing business with Turkey can be challenging,
but taking a long-term and strategic approach
is the key to making the process manageable.

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Your Aims
Do you wish to buy from Turkey, sell
to Turkey or both?
Do you wish to establish your own
company presence in Turkey, for example
through a representative office, limited
liability company or joint stock company?
Preparing to Export
Taking a Strategic Approach
Doing business with Turkey can be
challenging, but taking a long-term and
strategic approach is the key to making
the process manageable. The first step
is to spend some time thinking about
your company's Turkey objectives.
The following ten questions should
help you to focus your thoughts. Your
answers to them will highlight areas for
further research and also suggest a way
forward that is right for your company.
You may then want to use this as a basis
for developing a formal Turkey strategy,
although this will not be necessary or
appropriate for all companies.

Do you need to be involved in Turkey
at all?
Your Company
What are the unique selling points
for your product or service?
Do you know if there is a market for
your product in Turkey?
Do you know if you can be competitive
in Turkey?
Do you have the time and resources to
handle the demands of communication,
travel, product delivery and after-sales
service?
Your Knowledge
Do you know how to secure payment
for your products or service?
Do you know where in Turkey you should
start?
Do you know how to locate and screen
potential partners, agents or distributors?

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Sources of Information
Before You Begin
Carrying out the exercise to the left will
help you gain a clearer idea of what you
want to achieve, and will enable you to
focus your research. However, before you
begin, there are some things to bear
in mind…

There are numerous lakes including Lake
Van, which is really an inland sea. In the
north the chain of the Ponitine Mountains
runs parallel to the Black Sea; in the
south, the Taurus Mountains border the
narrow, fertile coastal plain.
See “Regional Options” in this guide
for more detail on the Turkish regions.
Desk Research

Firstly, there's the geography of the
country to contend with. Turkey is big with an area of 779,452 sq km (300,950
square miles). Turkey borders Greece,
Bulgaria, Armenia, Georgia, Iran, Iraq
and Syria with easy land and sea access
to the Gulf States, Near East and North
Africa.
Turkey is divided into seven regions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marmara region
Aegean region
Black Sea region
Mediterranean (Southern) region
Anatolian plateau
Eastern Anatolia
South Eastern Anatolia

Turkey also has many of the
characteristics of both a European
and a Middle Eastern country. It has
to live with the competing cultures of
secularity and Islam. It has a rich and
varied history and has seen a large
number of different empires rise and fall.
It is a country of profound national pride
but which has some idiosyncrasies born
of its unique location as the bridge
between Europe and Asia.

The first four are named for their
neighbouring seas; the other three are
landlocked. Only Marmara is not wholly
within Anatolia. Anatolia is dominated by
a high plateau region, rising progressively
towards the east and broken by the
valleys of some 15 rivers, including
the Tigris and the Euphrates and is
surrounded on three sides by the sea.

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Doing Business in Turkey –
A profile for success
What is the right approach to Turkey?
The following points illustrate the type of
approach that companies doing business
successfully in Turkey often take:
•

Leave your preconceptions at home.

•

It's all too easy to be overawed by
the challenges, but keep hold of your
business sense as tightly as you
would anywhere else.

•

Do your homework on the market
and on potential partners.

•

Patience is a virtue. Some things may
take longer to set up than you think
(especially if they involve
bureaucracy), so allow for this in your
preparations.

•

Take a long-term approach, but don't
stick rigidly to your plans.
Things often change rapidly and
unexpectedly in Turkey.

•

Obtaining good quality independent
legal and professional advice is
essential.

•

If your product is in danger of being
copied or counterfeited, seek
specialist legal advice on how best
to protect your intellectual property
rights (IPR).

•

Don't forget to carry out due diligence.

•

Take account of social and business
customs in Turkey.

You may have been told that Turkey is a
"difficult" market or that it's hard to make
money there. Yes, things might go terribly
wrong, but that is a risk that you take
when doing business anywhere. There
are many UK companies of all sizes
currently doing well in Turkey. There's
no reason why yours shouldn't be one
of them.
You will be able to find out much valuable
free information from carrying out desk
research. A good place to start research
on Turkey is the UK Trade & Investment
pages of the gov.uk website:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-trade-investment which provides detailed
country and sector information.
Registering on the website, which is free,
provides you with a number of benefits
such as access to business opportunities,
sector and market reports and information
alerts, and enables you to self-manage
the information you receive.
There are also many professional and
legal firms, as well as private sector
consultancies, which provide services to
companies looking to do business with
Turkey.
UK Export Finance is the UK’s export
credit agency. Created in 1919, it has
almost 100 years’ experience supporting
UK exports and works closely with
overseas buyers to help them finance
purchases from UK suppliers.
UK Export Finance, a department of the
British Government, can help overseas
buyers access finance for UK supplies
by providing guarantees:

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

(a) for long term loans, usually repayable
over 2 - 10 yrs but can be longer (e.g.
for project finance; 14 years +
construction period) and;
(b) at competitive rates of interest either
at fixed or floating rates.

In addition to the above, UK Export
Finance can help UK exporters by:
(a) providing insurance against the risk
(both commercial and political) of not
being paid by their overseas buyer
(b) guaranteeing export working capital
facilities and advance, bid or
performance bonds from their bank.

Although UK Export Finance’s guarantee
must be used to purchase goods and/or
services supplied by companies carrying
on business in the UK, UKEF can also
support financing of foreign content.
Helping UK suppliers contribute to large
projects where goods and services might
be sourced from many locations.

UK Export Finance is the operating
name of the Export Credits Guarantee
Department.
Address:

UKEF has assisted overseas buyers all
over the world on wide-ranging projects,
including purchase of gas turbines,
building of a waste to energy plant,
construction of a petrol refinery or
hospital, purchase of construction
equipment, road vehicles or related
services (i.e. consultancy, engineering,
architecture, etc) or purchase engines
to produce buses, cars and trucks.
UK Export Finance support has helped
UK exporters supply to projects from US
$1 million to US $20 billion so no project
is too big or small. UK Export Finance
can consider a range of buyers, from
corporate entities to sovereign or public
buyers, including Project Financing
(inc. BOT/PPPs).

Process:

1 Horse Guards Road
London
SW1A 2HQ
Telephone: +44(0)207 271 8010
Email: customer.service@ukef.gsi.gov.uk
www.gov.uk/uk-export-finance
Sinan Özcan - Istanbul
Regional Director, Europe, Middle East,
North Africa & Central Asia
UK Export Finance, Project Marketing
Division
Email: sinan.ozcan@ukexportfinance.com

The exporter sells the capital goods
and/or services to the foreign buyer

UK exporter

The bank uses the loan
to pay the exporter for
goods and/or services
delivered

Bank

Foreign buyer

The loan agreement is between
the overseas buyer and the bank

We provide a guarantee to the
bank that the loan will be repaid

UK Export
Finance

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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UK Trade & Investment International
Trade Teams
In England, UK Trade & Investment
provides support for UK companies
through a network of international trade
teams (ITTs) based in the English regions.

The Turkish-British Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (TBCCI)
www.tbcci.org and the British Chamber
of Commerce in Turkey (BCCT)
www.bcct.org.tr have a large amount of
good quality information on Turkey, and
both sites provide links to other useful
websites. Up-to-date information on
political and economic developments in
Turkey, as well as information on aspects
of doing business there, can also be
found in the business press and trade
magazines. Credit and financial reports
can be obtained for Turkish companies
from the Turkish-British Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (in London)
and the British Chamber of Commerce
in Turkey (in Istanbul).
Once you have gained a clearer idea of
the Turkey market and what you want to
achieve, it is time to start making contact
with the specialists and exploring what
kind of tailored research you might need
to make an effective entry into the market.

UK Trade & Investment services are also
available to companies in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland through their
devolved administrations; i.e. Scottish
Development International (SDI), Invest
Northern Ireland (Invest NI) and the
Welsh Government (WAG).
As well as providing general help and
advice on all aspects of exporting, the
ITTs run a wide range of roadshows,
seminars and other events on Turkey
and other markets.
To find your nearest International Trade
Adviser, call +44 (0)845 600 9006 or use
the database at: www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/uk-trade-investment
UK Trade & Investment's Turkey Business
Advisers are business executives who
provide free consultation and can supply
practical advice and assistance on trading
with Turkey.
The current list can be downloaded from:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-trade-investment
There are also dedicated sectorally
focussed Trade and Investment teams
at the British Embassy in Ankara, the
Consulate-General in Istanbul and the
Consulate in Izmir. Your ITA will be
in contact with them to discuss your
business prospects in Turkey. Contact
details can also be found in the
Resources section of this guide.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

UK Trade & Investment services
for business
Advice and support
•

Passport to Export – an assessment
and skills-based programme that
provides new and inexperienced
exporters with the training, planning
and ongoing support they need to
succeed overseas.

Information and opportunities
•

Overseas Market Introduction Service
(OMIS) – focused business advice
and visit support from trade and
investment teams in British
embassies, Consulates and High
Commissions overseas.

•

Export Marketing Research Scheme
(EMRS) – provides companies with
the facility to collect systematic and
objective market research to assist
in the development of a market entry
strategy (managed by British
Chambers of Commerce).

•

•

Business Opportunities – free
internet-based service matching
UK companies with international
opportunities identified by trade
and investment teams in our Posts
overseas.

The range of services available from
the private sector includes company
structuring, marketing, translation and
interpreting, website design, partner
selection, due diligence, legal services,
advice on intellectual property rights
and outsourcing. Some consultancies
also offer more in-depth assistance
on developing a Turkey strategy and
operational management.
In addition, consultancies and universities
with Asian Studies departments hold
short workshops for business people
on aspects of doing business in Turkey.
Lists of consultancies and legal
companies who specialise in Turkey
can be downloaded from:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-trade-investment
Regional Options
Once you have decided that entering the
Turkey market is right for your company,
you will need to identify which part of
Turkey you will start in – unless, of
course, you are doing business in Turkey
as a result of an initial enquiry from a
Turkish company.
Choosing the right place to start will
depend on a whole range of factors,
many of which will be specific to your
company.

Aid-Funded Business – advice on
business opportunities that are
created through Multilateral
Development Agency projects.

Private Sector Assistance
There is a wide variety of private sector
advice available for companies wishing
to do business in Turkey. This ranges
from the business services provided by
the big international legal and
professional services firms to specific
services provided by specialist operators.

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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The following 'Questions to ask yourself'
may help to focus your thoughts on
identifying the best place to start:

Questions to ask yourself
•

Where is the greatest demand
for my product?

•

Where is there greatest growth
potential?

•

How easy will it be to market,
distribute and sell my product in
the provinces I am looking at?

•

What is the local/provincial
authorities' attitude to international
trade?

•

Do they welcome it or do they have
a reputation for bureaucracy and
obstructiveness?

There are a range of investment zones
in Turkey – all of which encourage foreign
companies to do business in their
particular zone. Are there any such zones
in the areas of Turkey you are looking at
and, if so, what incentives are on offer?

Principal Commercial Centres and
Towns
Ankara: (Population: 4.5 million)
With a population of 4 million, Ankara
is the capital of Turkey and seat of the
Government and its 2nd largest city.
Although traditionally a city of civil
servants, politicians and Embassies it
is increasingly becoming an industrial
centre for e.g. defence, aerospace,
security, ICT, medical, metallurgy,
advanced engineering, renewable energy,
agriculture and furniture. There are eleven
organised industrial zones, with OSTIM
being the largest in Turkey and 6
Technoparks.
It is also home to Turkey’s construction
sector. Turkey’s contractors are 2nd
only to China globally and their trade
association - Turkish Contractors
Association, www.turkishcontractors.com
Ankara is also home to the National
Union of Chambers of Commerce of
Turkey (TOBB)
www.tobb.org.tr/Sayfalar/Eng/AnaSayfa.
php
Istanbul: (Population: 14 million)
The commercial centre of the Turkish
Republic and former capital of three
successive empires, Istanbul honours
and preserves the legacy of its past
while looking forward to its future. Istanbul
owes its commercial importance to its
favourable geographic location, acting
as an intersection for sea and land
trade routes. It is the financial centre of
the country, and is also responsible for
approximately 20% of Turkey's industrial
workforce.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Izmir: (Population: 4 million)
Izmir, which is the major city of the
Aegean region, plays an important role
in the Turkish economy. A considerable
amount of Turkish exports are shipped
from the Port of Izmir, which is the
second most highly utilised port in Turkey.
The volume of trade activities in Izmir
has improved with the establishment of
the Aegean Free Zone several years ago,
and the city promises to be one of the
most progressive trade centres in the
Middle East.

There are three organised industrial
zones and plans to establish a fourth,
which would be a free trade zone.
Gaziantep is famous for its kebabs and
baklava, reputedly the best in Turkey.
Eskisehir: (Population: 650,000)
Situated midway between Istanbul
and Ankara, Eskisehir is a developing
industrial town. There is a factory
manufacturing aircraft engines. There
are also two dynamic universities.
Eskisehir is traditionally famous as the
home of Meerschaum pipes.

Izmir's main industrial sectors include
agricultural products, foodstuffs, tourism,
automotive, textiles, clothing, iron & steel
and mining.
Konya: (Population: 1.3 million)
Konya is the largest city in south-central
Anatolia and Turkey's agricultural capital.
It is home to a large agroindustry. It is
also known for its conservatism and as
the home of the whirling dervishes.
Kayseri: (Population: 1.25 million)
Kayseri is an industrial town in the east of
central Anatolia. It is one of the traditional
centres of the weaving industry in Turkey.
It has one of the largest organised
industrial zones, with over 300 companies
established on it. Kayseri is dominated
by Mount Erciyes, a dormant volcano,
on which the snow never melts. Mount
Erciyes is home to a ski resort.
Gaziantep: (Population: 1.7 million)
Gaziantep is at the centre of the GAP
(South-East Anatolian Project). The GAP
is Turkey's most ambitious development
project, comprising 22 dams and the
irrigation of over 1.5 million hectares of
land. Gaziantep has a strong industrial
base.
www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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A young growing population and EU funding
mean there are opportunities for UK companies
in a variety of sectors including, airports,
environment and water, education and training,
financial services, ICT, medical including hospital
development and running, rail and ports.
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Sector briefing
A young growing population and EU
funding mean there are opportunities
for UK companies in a variety of sectors
including, airports, environment and
water, education and training, financial
services, ICT, medical including hospital
development and running, rail and ports.
However, Turkey presents opportunities
for UK companies in almost all sectors,
and high-quality British products and
services are particularly well received
in the sectors presented here.
1) Healthcare, Pharmaceutical,
Medical Devices, Medical Tourism
& Life Sciences sector
Health is one of the leading sectors in
Turkey with the highest development
acceleration. A key driver behind Turkey's
continued healthcare budget growth is
the country's enhanced health insurance
coverage and the demand for new
healthcare facilities across the country.
There are plans to develop 30-40, 3-5000
bed healthcare campuses and related
facilities across the country. With its
growth trend in the last five years, the
sector is one of the top three sectors
attracting business and investment
opportunities, together with renewable
energy and telecommunications.
Sector overview:
In the fiscal year 2012/2013, TL14.4 billion
(approx. US $7.5 billion) was allocated
to MOH by the Government. A key driver
behind Turkey's continued healthcare
budget growth is the country's enhanced
health insurance coverage and the
demand for new healthcare facilities
across the country.

Besides state investments, the private
sector is closely involved in building
private healthcare facilities, contributing
to demand for state of the art medical
equipment and devices.
Turkish Medical Devices and Supplies
Exports by Year (US $ approx)
(Turkish Ministry of Economy)
2007
10,700,000
2009
117,000,000
2011
182,000,000
2013
259,000,000

Key opportunities
•

The total bed capacity in Turkish
hospitals is above 200,000, an
increase of more than 10% over
the past five years. The privatisation
and transformation of the healthcare
system, establishment of new
healthcare facilities under the PPP
model and on-going hospital projects
of the Ministry of Health, offer
significant opportunities for foreign
exports and investment.

•

EU harmonisation of standards, part
of the overall sector modernisation,
will reduce the specific barriers to
entry to the Turkish market. This will
make those operating in other EU
and international markets much more
easily able to sell to Turkey.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

•

Demographic factors, including an
increasing population and longer life
expectancy, will boost demand for
healthcare in Turkey.

•

Introduction of universal health
insurance coverage.

•

Potential for generic sector growth,
with market demand patterns
structured by a cost conscious
government and population.

Export trade may benefit from closer
links with the EU, an improvement in
local industry standards and an increase
in international investment.
Getting into the Turkish healthcare
market
In order for a UK company to market its
medical equipment in Turkey, we advise
the company to find an exclusive
distributor or representative in the Turkish
market. They should have a strong
reseller base to market and service the
products across the country, follow public
and private medical equipment tenders
and be knowledgeable about shipping
products into Turkey.
Medical equipment exported to Turkey
has to comply with Turkish customs
regulations. A foreign company’s
representative in Turkey has to register
the product in the National Data Bank that
keeps track of all medical equipment
marketed in Turkey. This will then place
the product on the all-important approved
list of the Social Security Agency.
Contacts
Market intelligence is critical when doing
business overseas, and UKTI can provide
bespoke market research and support
during overseas visits though our
chargeable Overseas Market Introduction
Service (OMIS).

2) Energy and Renewables sector
The Turkish Energy sector needs total
investment of more than $130 billion by
2023. Demand for energy is increasing
by 6-8% annually, and Turkey plans to
reform energy production to meet
increasing demand and become a transit
hub for energy transportation in the
region.
Sector overview:
Energy consumption in Turkey is low
compared with Western European
countries, but is steadily increasing.
The Turkish Electricity Transmission
Company estimates that Turkey’s demand
for electricity will increase at an annual
rate of 6% between 2009 and 2023.
For Turkey to meet its energy demand,
significant investments are necessary in
the energy sector, estimated around US
$130 billion by 2023.
The transition of the Turkish electricity
market to a liberalised market has already
attracted both domestic and foreign
investors, and privatisation together with
plans to construct new power plants,
present further opportunities for foreign
businesses. In 2010 the Turkish and
Russian governments signed an
agreement for Turkey's first nuclear
power plant at Akkuyu. It is expected that
construction will begin in 2015 with the
first reactor reaching completion by the
end of 2020.
In 2013 Turkey signed an agreement
with a French/Japanese consortium for
a second nuclear plant at Sinop with
construction expected to start in 2018 and
a site for a third nuclear plant is under
consideration in the Trakya region with
construction expected to start in 2023.
The total programme at the moment is
valued at $45 billion.

British Embassy Turkey
Tel: +90 (312) 455 3246

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Turkey also has significant interest
in renewable energy. By 2023, the
government wants 30% of Turkey’s
energy to be generated from renewable
sources. In early 2011, Turkey enacted a
new law aimed to encourage renewable
energy investment through offering better
incentives, in particular in solar energy.
This has attracted interest from Germany,
Spain and the US. Yet to date
biomass/waste, geothermal, solar and
wind currently comprise less than 1%
of electricity consumed. The government
has announced plans to develop the
country’s hydro potential and connect
20GW of wind to the grid by 2023.
Privatisation of energy production and
distribution is underway, but progress
so far has been mixed. Turkey will now
run tenders for electricity generation
assets over the next year. There are
opportunities for UK companies,
particularly for service sector companies
as new private sector owners look to
make efficiency savings.
The UK is well-placed to offer technical
expertise in areas such as low carbon
energy generation, carbon markets,
consultancy and grid connection, as
well as energy efficiency in existing
technologies. Promoting efficiency in
energy use has previously not been
a priority for Turkey, but Turkish policymakers have sought to address the
issue with legislation designed to reduce
Turkey’s energy bill by $5-6 billion.

3) ICT sector
The Turkish Software sector was
worth over £650 million in 2013, and
is expected to grow 13% annually until
2016, reaching £900 million.
Sector overview:
The success of the ICT sector in Turkey
will depend on the success in bringing
down illegal software use, which at 65%
is nearly twice the global average.
The global economic crisis may have
provided a boost to hosted software and
outsourcing solutions, which have grown
in popularity.
There is considerable potential for
software market growth but lack of access
to credit limits Turkish SMEs’ willingness
to spend on applications and solutions
that often must be financed from
operational budgets.
Cabot communications won several
awards from 2001 onwards:
•

2004 Cable & Satellite International
Product of the Year award for Best
Interactive Technology

•

‘Best Interactive TV Technology or
Application’ award at the Cable and
Satellite 2008 Awards

•

Cabot won the ‘Best HDTV
Technology’ award at the Cable and
Satellite 2010 Awards.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

4) Financial and Business
Services sector
The Financial and Business Services
sector was worth more than £300 billion
by 2012. The total net income is expected
to grow 80% in the next five years (Credit
Suisse).
Sector overview:
The financial & legal services sector
in Turkey offers a wide range of
opportunities. Under close regulatory
supervision, Turkish financial institutions
boast healthy financial ratios and bright
growth prospects. The Turkish financial
services industry has gone through a
radical structural transformation since the
financial crisis in 2001. A new industry
watchdog has been created and
mandated with enforcing strict reserve
requirements partly as a result, the
Turkish banking industry is considerably
healthier than its European counterparts
and survived the recent financial crisis
relatively unscathed. Currently the loan
to GDP ratio (around 50%) is low and
coupled with a healthy expected GDP
growth rate, the loan portfolio of the
Turkish banking sector is expected to
grow 18% per annum for the next ten
years. Deposits are also expected to
grow on average 15% per annum for
the next ten years.
Turkish financial institutions have little
exposure to potential European debt
issues and have an improving earnings
growth outlook compared to regional
peers. Non-bank financial institutions
are still small compared to banks but
due to Turkey’s rooted stock exchange,
the brokerage and fund business remain
viable and healthy. The insurance sector
is also vibrant and top foreign players
such as Aviva and AXA are all present
in Turkey.

Technology is widely used and Turkish
internet and telephone banking systems
are some of the most advanced in the
world. Due to the young demographics
of the country, consumer banking is
important and developed. Turkish
financial services professionals are well
educated and most of them speak at least
one foreign language, English in most
instances. Turkish banks and other
financial professional services institutions
are open and used to collaborating with
foreign firms. Banking licences are
distributed by the Banking Regulation
and Supervision Agency and the selection
process is rigorous.
5) Infrastructure, Construction &
Design sector
The Turkish Construction sector grew
between 4 and 5% in 2013, following new
VAT regulations. (Source: Reuters)
Sector overview:
Need to mention 2023 vision and planned
expenditures (check with Zeyno) Servicerelated aspects, such as sustainable
construction related consultancy, urban
regeneration, engineering and design,
in particular, UK firms with expertise in
creative and technical services with good
networking skills will get a chance to take
part in this high-growth area. Public
Private Partnership (PPP) projects will
be more wide-spread and the upgrading
of the existing infrastructure motorways,
railways and airports) as well as building
new infrastructure will be on the agenda.
The annual need for new housing is
approximately 400,000 units domestically.
The sector is considered to be the “
Locomotive” of the economy and creates
7% of all employment. Turkish contractors
are active in 96 countries and are known
for being successful especially in volatile
environments.

The Turkish financial service sector is
heavily regulated and requirements are
very strict. As a result, Turkish banks are
regarded as some of the safest in the
world.
www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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A Rising Giant
Turkey is a significant emerging economy that has shown remarkable growth and
promise within the last decade. Turkey was ranked as the 17th largest economy in
the world, based on 2013 GDP figures and this key growth has been due to the influx
of FDI, accompanied along with key strategic Government planning.

The World Bank reported as of January 2013,
their lending to Turkey reached over USD
17.9bn distributed across 201 projects. This
targeted development primarily institutes
financial and private sector development,
urban development, health, environmental
management and energy being a focal point.
Turkey remains as one of the World
leaders and manufactures across a board
spectrum of industries, including textiles, motor
vehicles, ships, agricultural products, construction materials and consumer electronics.
Our Investors and Private Fund Houses
explicitly have an interested stake in the local
market, not only does Turkey boast having a
structured equity formula, that absorbs shock
from turbulent markets but also during the
Eurozone crisis, Turkey’s domestic lending
appetite grew along with the economy. In 2012
total loans exceeded USD 138bn, with the loan
to deposit ratio surpassing over 103%. In the
last decade the Compound Annual Growth
Rate (CAGR) witnessed Asset Growth in baking
of 21%. The GDP in 2002 was reported to be
USD 231bn, and by 2013 this had tripled in
reaching USD 820bn.
Turkey is at the forefront of planned
domestic growth, by 2014 the roadway
network spams over 65,623 KM, the railway
network has also expanded and introduced
interlinks state to state, with Ankara to Istanbul
fully operational. The third airport currently
under construction, will be the largest airport in
the World, serving passenger foot flow of 150
million per annum.

MINT Countries Forign Direct Invetsment Net
Inflows 2012

The Government has implemented plans to cut
its dependency on imported energy, as
consumer consumption is on the rise. Investments will be made in Nuclear Power, with
three Nuclear Power Stations commissioned
to be built by 2023. Turkey’s construction
sector is the most dominant, it contributes
around 6% to the overall economy, if we
include other related industries, such as
timber, steel and energy (used & purchased),
collectively they represent 30% of the Turkish
economy.
Turkey is among the four emerging
economic giants set to be the rising markets to
watch, referred to as MINT, they include
Mexico, Indonesia, Nigeria and Turkey In 2012
Turkey was ranked as one of the top 10
countries in Europe attracting FDI in the region
of USD 12.5bn. Trading activities between the
United Kingdom and Turkey are boasted to be
valued at over USD 11bn per annum.
Lending confidence from International
markets are on the rise, and there is an increase
to not only invest in Turkey, but stakeholders
are acquiring equity in local projects. We have
noted increased interest from our Asia, Middle
East and European lenders.

In September 2014, Qatari Diar Real Estate
Investment Company, announced their
involvement in a new luxury residential project
in Istanbul. The Sea Pearl complex will feature
1,474 high end apartments, with a five star
hotel, designer boutiques and International
branded restaurants. The project will be in joint
partnership with a local Turkish construction
company. This signifies the growing relations
between the two Countries and International
confidence in the Economy from foreign
nations.
At Farazad Investments we provide global
access to capital and assistance in obtaining
loans for industrial and commercial projects
Worldwide. We are a boutique preferred
Investment Bank House, asserting a distinctive
position in the International market, our products
are tailor made to fit client’s criteria. Our
Aw a rd ing winning in-house formula has
received international recognition by the top
Institutional Lenders and Asset Managers,
favouring our transparent and innovative
approach.
F I I c u r re n t l y o p e r a t e s a c ro s s f i v e
continents, with offices in the United States,
Europe, Middle East, Asia Pacific and Australia.
The FII team comprises of reputable industry
professionals, with profound experience in
their individual sectors. The team works
directly with the project owners to understand
the vision and further expand the capability of
that vision within realistic parameters. This
healthy a p proach has served in advising
and structuring projects for funding valued
over $3bn over the last eight years alone.

Our local knowledge provides Lending
Institutes and Foreign Investors a safety
mechanism to work collectively with limited
exposure through our in house structured
formula.
In 2013 it was reported a difficulty to obtain
debt financing even up to 50% of the enterprise
value, if this figure is compared with 2006
trends the ratio of equity to debt was 65 to 70%
and above, in the current market climate
institutional lenders equity to debt ratio
averages from around 40%, but through
various Family Offices and Private Equity
Firms, we are able to obtain ratios as high as
up to 70% equity to debt.
We have healthy components in place that
provide sound funding advice and project
structuring along with competitive lending rates
as low as 3% per annum, being subject to all
components being aligned with our lenders
terms and conditions. We envisage the Turkish
Economy to show steady increased growth
over the next decade with the domestic market
maturing substantially becoming more
s o p h i s ticated and developed. Turkey
will undoubtedly rank in the top ten world’s
largest economies within the next decade, and
the government has expressed a clear target by
2023 their GDP will reach USD 2 trillion. Turkey
will be at the forefront of leading economies, as
it will always be the gateway to Central Asia and
the Middle East, and provide a solid platform to
expand any business.
www.farazadinvest.com
+90 212 371 8582
E: enquiry@farazadinvest.com
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Two of the most common market entry methods
into overseas markets are via agents or distributors.
They know the market in their territory and can
potentially give a very fast way of building market
share.

ESTABLISHING THE RIGHT PRESENCE
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Market Entry

Finding the right Agent or Distributor

Agents & Distributors
Two of the most common market entry
methods into overseas markets are via
agents or distributors. They know the
market in their territory and can potentially
give a very fast way of building market
share. The two are often confused, but
the differences are very straightforward.

Background:

Agents: work for a commission, never
buy or own the products, and can be
controlled by you.
Distributors: buy and sell to make a
profit, own the products, and cannot be
controlled by you.
One of the most frequent queries is,
"Which should I choose, agent or
distributor?" There are no hard-and-fast
rules, and the answer may well be
different for different territories.
The following checklist details things you
should bear in mind when looking for a
suitable agent or distributor:

•
•
•
•
•

Size of agency
History of agency
Number of salespeople, their length
of service and qualifications
Other agencies held, and success
record
Banking and trade references

Distribution:
•
•
•
•

Geographical coverage
Types of outlets covered and
frequency of calling
Transportation
Warehousing

Are they right for your product?
•
•
•
•

•
•

Knowledge of local market conditions
Marketing competence
Degree of English language skills
throughout the organisation
Agent's interest in and enthusiasm
for new products – and yours in
particular
After-sales service levels
Required skills of salespeople

Once you have chosen an agent or
distributor you will want to ensure that
your products receive a fair share (or
more than a fair share) of the agent's
attention.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

This can be achieved as follows:
•

•

Visiting as regularly as is practicable
at senior management level – this
shows interest in, and commitment to,
the agent and the market. This will
also provide you with an opportunity
to learn about conditions in the
market and see how your products
are faring.
Working closely with the agents to
show them how they can profit from
your products.

•

Helping to prepare marketing and
sales plans for the agent.

•

Providing regular training for the sales
staff and after-sales training for the
technical staff in the UK.

•

Linking performance to incentives and
agreeing milestone targets.

Agents
The best agents are those who know the
market, and it's a fair bet that if a potential
agent is not already active in the market
they will not succeed for you. There are
several types of agent but they can be put
into three broad categories:
1) A sole agent will be the only agent
you appoint in the territory, but it still
leaves the way clear for you to sell
direct. The sole agent will only get
commission for those orders that they
have brought in.

Whenever you appoint an agent make
sure you have a contract:
•

Verbal contracts are as binding as
formal written contracts.

•

Operation as an agent is sufficient to
assume a contract exists.

•

Failure to limit territory or products will
lead to unlimited territory for all
products.

Within the contract make sure you define:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type of agency
Products
Market area
Territory
Targets
Commission levels
Reporting requirements
Negotiating limits
House accounts
Termination conditions
Disputes (arbitration or courts), and
Control of IPR.

Distributors
There are really only two types of
distributors:
1) Exclusive, where a distributor is given
a territory where no other distributor
will be appointed.
2) Non-exclusive, where any number of
distributors may be appointed in any
territory.

2) An exclusive agent will want
exclusivity. This way they have no
competition and receive commission
for all sales made in the territory,
whether or not they have assisted in
bringing in the order.
3) A non-exclusive agent will normally
be appointed where you are not too
concerned about splitting the world
into territories or having agents
compete with each other.
www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Some care needs to be taken in contracts
where exclusivity is offered, otherwise the
parties can find themselves unwittingly
breaching competition policy, an
expensive error that can lead to penalties
of up to 10% of turnover going back up to
three years. This is particularly so if you
have a large market share, something
easily achieved with a specialist or unique
product.
In any contract you should define:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Products
Territory
Targets
Promotion strategy and
responsibilities
Stockholding requirements
Forecasting requirements
Block exemptions (if exclusivity is
granted)
Payment terms
Use of IPR (intellectual property such
as trademarks and copyright), and
Termination reasons and conditions.

This information was supplied by
Tony Brown of UK Trade & Investment
North West. For more information or help
with agents and distributors, please email
tony.brown@itcgm.co.uk or call
+44 7764 836945.
Establishing a Permanent Presence –
Starting a Business
The main company types in Turkey are
the limited liability company, which is
appropriate for small and medium-sized
enterprises, and the joint stock company,
which is more suitable for large-scale
investors. Shareholders can be either
real persons or legal entities. Foreign
businesses can also open a liaison office,
and limited liability companies with shared
capital can open a branch in Turkey.
To set up a limited liability or joint stock
company, it must:
•

Prepare the establishment petition
and the notice form and the
attachments

•

Have the documents to be attached
to the petition notarised where
necessary

•

Apply to the Trade Registry Office,
providing the above-mentioned
documents, and

•

Register the company to the tax
office.

Do not include:
•
•
•
•

Customer prices
Restrictions on markets
Restrictions on who else they buy
from, and
Anything that might distort the
operation of a free market.

Distributor termination is not bound by the
same regulations as agency termination,
but it is often a very fractious and litigious
process. Be aware that any notice period
must be "reasonable" (three months may
be considered reasonable for most
products), and damages for breach of
contract are unlimited, but must be real.

Once the required documents have been
submitted to the Trade Registry Office the
company becomes a legal entity. The
company is in operation when it has
registered with the tax office.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

1) Limited Liability Company

2) Joint Stock Company

In order to establish a limited liability
company, a minimum capital of YTL 5,000
(around £2,000) is required. There can be
between two and 50 shareholders, any
number of which can be foreign nationals.
A limited liability company does not issue
a stock certificate. Capital amounts put in
by shareholders may vary; however, they
should be at least YTL 25 or multiples of
this amount.

In order to establish a joint stock
company, a minimum capital of YTL
50,000 (around £20,000) is required.
There must be at least five shareholders.
Any number of shareholders can be
foreign nationals.

Preparing the articles of association
The articles of association of a limited
liability company must contain the
subjects stipulated in Articles 506 and
511 of the Turkish Civil Code.
This must be supplied in writing and
must include:
•

Full names, addresses and
citizenship of the founders

•

The company's trade name, which
must incorporate the phrasing
"Limited" (the trade name must not
have been previously registered at
any registry office, and must be in
Turkish)

•

The name and district of the province
at which the company's headquarters
are located,

•

The company's open address

•

The company's specific objective
and field of activity - a limited liability
company cannot operate banking or
insurance businesses, and

•

The company's principal capital,
capital amounts subscribed by each
shareholder, and method and terms of
how this capital should be paid.

The articles of association are registered
at the Trade Registry Office within 15
days of notarisation. The company
becomes a legal entity upon registration.

The company's stock capital is divided into
shares, and the shareholders' liability is
proportionate to the capital paid. Preparing
the articles of association The articles of
association of a joint stock company must
contain the subjects stipulated in Article
279 of the Turkish Civil Code.
This must be supplied in writing and
must include:
•

Full names, addresses and
citizenship of the founders

•

The company's trade name, which
must incorporate the phrasing
"Anonim Sirketi", which means "joint
stock company" (the trade must not
have been previously registered at
any registry office, and must be in
Turkish)

•

The name and district of the province
at which the company's headquarters
are located

•

The company's open address

•

The company's specific objective and
field of activity, and

•

The company's capital amount, the
nominal value of each share, and the
method and terms of the payment of
capital.

The articles of association are registered
at the Trade Registry Office within 15
days of notarisation. The company
becomes a legal entity upon registration.
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3) Liaison Office
UK companies can open liaison offices
in Turkey, although commercial activities
cannot be carried out from such offices.
To open a liaison office the company
must apply to the Directorate General
of Foreign Investments of the Under
Secretariat of Treasury at the following
address:
Hazine Müstesarligi
Yabanci Sermaye Genel
Müdürlügü
20. Kat Emek
Ankara 06510
Turkey
Application documents
Applications will be finalised within five
days, provided that the necessary
documents are complete and proper.
The following documentation must be
submitted with an application:
•

The original copy of the approved
certificate of activity.

•

The company's operational report or
balance sheet and income statement.

•

The original copy of the power of
authority issued to the person
appointed to carry out the operations
of the liaison office.

•

The original copy of the power of
attorney, in case another person
carries out the establishment
transactions of the liaison office.

When an establishment permit is granted
by the Directorate General of Foreign
Investments, the liaison office must
register with the local tax office and send
a copy of the tax office registration
document to the Directorate General
within one month. Once registration with
the tax office is complete, the office is in
operation.
Extensions
Liaison offices are granted permits for
a maximum of three years. Successive
extensions, also of a three-year maximum
can be granted taking into account the
office's previous activity and future
objectives.
As per the original establishment,
applications for extensions will be
finalised within five days, provided
that the necessary documents are
complete and proper.
4) Branch
UK companies based abroad whose
capital is divided into shares can open
branches in Turkey.
In order to open a branch the company
must gain permission from the Turkish
Ministry of Commerce and Industry
(MoCI). The company must also gain
approval from the MoCI in order to open
secondary branches, substitute the
company representative based in Turkey,
change title, address or business type,
increase the branch's capital, or close
down the branch.
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Before applying to open a branch the
company must assign a fully authorised
representative, who must be a resident in
Turkey. Once this has been completed
the company must submit a petition to the
Directorate General of Domestic Trade of
the MoCI. The petition must be stamped
by the company and must include the
company's date of establishment,
nationality and capital amount.
It must also include the name, address
and nationality of the authorised
representative, a letter of commitment
pledging that the representative will abide
by Turkish laws and regulations, and the
address and fields of activity of the
branch.
An original copy and a Turkish translation
of the following documents must be
attached to the petition:
•

The company's relevant organ's
decision on the issue.

•

The company's articles of association.

•

An establishment document, which
shows where and when the company
was established, and upon which
country's law system it is based.

•

A certificate of good standing, which
shows that the company is still active.

•

A power of attorney assigning the
duties of the authorised
representative.

Once prepared, all documents should be
sent to the Directorate General of
Domestic Trade of the MoCI at:
Sanayi ve Ticaret Bakanligi
Iç Ticaret Genel Müdürlügü
Eskisehir Yolu 7. km
Ankara
Turkey
In order to start operating, the following
documents must be submitted to the
branch's local tax registry office:
•

An establishment petition and
notice form.

•

Two copies of the power of attorney.

•

The MoCI's letter of approval.

•

Special documents provided by the
MoCI (Müzeyyel Beyanname ve ilani).

•

The authorised representative's
identification card or passport.

•

The authorised representative's
signature circular.

•

A letter of commitment confirming that
all information provided is correct.

•

A chamber registry declaration form,
which can be obtained from the Trade
Registry Office.

Source - Turkish Embassy, London / UK Trade
& Investment

All documents must be ratified by a
notary public and then legalised by the
Turkish Consulate-General in London,
or apostilled at the Foreign &
Commonwealth Office.
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Once you have identified where you would like to start and the
best market entry option for your company, the next step is to
find potential customers or partners for your company.

START-UP CONSIDERATIONS
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Start-up considerations
Finding a Customer or Partner
Once you have identified where you
would like to start and the best market
entry option for your company, the next
step is to find potential customers or
partners for your company.
The following are all equally effective
ways of finding potential customers,
partners or agents/distributors:
•

Commission a UK Trade &
Investment Overseas Market
Introduction Service (OMIS) workplan
for a tailor-made list of potential
customers/partners. A programme
of meetings with these potential
customers/partners can also be
arranged when you visit Turkey.

•

Attend trade shows and exhibitions.
Numerous trade shows and
exhibitions take place in Turkey
throughout the year and these can be
an excellent way to meet potential
customers face to face.

•

Take part in a UK Trade &
Investment-supported trade mission.
A number of trade missions to Turkey
are organised by trade associations
and local chambers of commerce.

In addition, the approaches below are
suitable for companies whose objective
is exporting:
•

Advertise in professional newspapers,
magazines and journals. This can be
beneficial for high-tech companies
with leading edge solutions, but less
effective for companies without a
technical background.

•

When in Turkey hold a technical
seminar or product introduction
meeting to attract potential
customers. You will need to involve a
local consultancy or public relations
firm to recruit an appropriate
audience.

Due Diligence
It is essential to thoroughly check out your
potential partner before agreeing to
anything. However, Turkey is not like the
UK – it is not possible to carry out a UKtype fully comprehensive due diligence
check on a Turkish company, so building
up an accurate picture of them presents
something of a challenge.
There are different levels of due
diligence that are appropriate for
different situations. If your sole interest is
in exporting, the best proof of a Turkish
company's ability to pay is whether it is
able to raise a letter of credit from the
bank. If so, you do not need to check the
company's financial standing as the bank
will have already done so, although the
reliability of this may depend on who their
bankers are.
If you want to establish a business
relationship that goes beyond exporting,
you will need to carry out further research.
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A thorough evaluation of your potential
partner may be time-consuming and
expensive, but doing so will greatly
reduce the risk of serious problems in
the future.
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-trade-investment has lists of
consultancies based in the UK and
Turkey, many of which provide due
diligence services.
Marketing
Trade shows, exhibitions and advertising
have already been mentioned as ways of
meeting potential customers, but you still
need to persuade them to buy your
product. You will need to ensure that your
sales literature is effective in English and
Turkish and whether advertising is
appropriate. It is recommended that you
involve a specialist consultancy that can
develop a marketing strategy appropriate
to your product and the areas of Turkey it
will be sold in.
You may need to adapt your product to
meet Turkish preferences or requirements
in order to be able to sell it. Ignoring local
regulations, tastes and cultural
preferences is a recipe for failure – it's
hard to sell a left-hand drive car in a
right-hand drive country!
Cultural issues relating to marketing
Turkey is a secular country with a
predominantly Muslim population, so
care should be taken to ensure that this is
considered when approaching the market.
Awareness of Islamic holidays and
attitudes to sensitive issues including
historical sensitivities will help you to
understand your customer and your
business partner.

Many Turkish businesses are owned by
more secular Turks, particularly in
western Turkey, in Istanbul and around
the Aegean region. These often equally
devout Muslims keep this aspect of their
lives separate from their business lives.
They will have a more tolerant view of
alcohol and will often be more western
in outlook.
In the more conservative east of the
country, marketing materials should be
sensitive to the possibility of giving
offence when not intended. It will not be
obvious always that your Turkish partner
is either a secular or conservative Muslim,
so getting to know them will be important.
Language and Branding
Language
English is widely taught as the primary
foreign language in most state-sponsored
secondary schools. While it is not as
widely spoken as in the business
communities of Western European
countries, the importance of English as
a language of business is widely
recognised, and the influx of Englishlanguage teachers is evidence of an
increasing demand for the language.
Most international and a growing number
of domestic businesses will have at least
one member of staff who will be able to
speak English, and there are a number of
English language newspapers published
in Turkey.
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It is always recommended to attempt
to learn a few key phrases when visiting
the country. Even the most rudimentary
attempts to converse in the local
language will be greatly appreciated and
may add that much needed distinction
to your business dealings.
Branding
Awareness that intellectual property is
difficult to protect in Turkey makes the
defence of a company's brand more
important. Registering your brand or
trademark in the United Kingdom (UK)
does not protect it in Turkey.
You can protect your trademark in other
countries by using the Madrid Protocol
via the World Intellectual Property
Organisation (WIPO). To get protection
in individual countries you must make
a separate application to each country.
A list of Turkish translators and
interpreters can be downloaded from:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-trade-investment
Day-to-day communications
Turkish businesspeople expect regular
contact from their business clients and
friends. You should devote a proportion of
your time to developing and maintaining
a good relationship with your Turkish
partner. It is important to understand your
partner, and time taken getting to know
them is time well spent.
Turkey is only two hours ahead of UK
time. Modern telecommunications and IT
work well there and it is relatively easy
and cost-effective to visit the market.

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
Entering the Turkish market poses
some challenges in ensuring that your
intellectual property rights are protected.
For example, pirated software is a serious
problem: almost 64% of the entire
software sector is illegal. There are also
problems with protection of copyrights
and with branding. While the overall
framework for intellectual property law
is improving, Turkey is considered one
of the most problematic countries in the
world as far as enforcement of intellectual
property rights legislation is concerned.
Intellectual property rights are territorial,
that is they only give protection in the
countries where they are granted or
registered. If you have only registered in
the United Kingdom (UK) this may allow
others to use your IP abroad without
infringing your rights.
If you are thinking about trading
internationally then you should consider
registering your IP rights abroad.
The UK is a member of many
international agreements where the
national law of each country automatically
protects copyright work falling within the
scope of these agreements.
You should mark your work with the
international © symbol, followed by the
name of the copyright owner and year
of publication.
Applying for a patent in the United
Kingdom does not protect your invention
elsewhere.
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You can protect your invention in many
international countries using the Patent
Cooperation Treaty (PCT) through the
World Intellectual Property Organisation
(WIPO). You can apply through the
Intellectual Property Office (IPO), the
European Patent Office (EPO) or WIPO.

If you are a first-time exporter to
Turkey the standard method of
receiving payment for your goods
is by documentary letter of credit.
The opening of the documentary letter
of credit is based on the contract signed
between the Turkish buyer and the
foreign seller.

Certification and Standards
Turkey generally applies European
Standards to all products imported into
the country. There is also relatively
widespread use of ISO standards.
Some imported goods into Turkey require
health certification, particularly sanitary
equipment, medical equipment and
equipment involved in the preparation of
food. British companies can obtain the
relevant documentation from the Health
and Safety Executive (HSE) or in the case
of non-healthcare equipment a Certificate
of Free Sale may be obtained from BIS
(Department for Business, Innovation &
Skills).
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/
department-for-business-innovation-skills
Most goods exported to Turkey can
benefit from the EU free-trade agreement
with Turkey. Goods which are
accompanied by an A.TR certificate and
are of EU origin do not have to pay an
import tariff. These may be obtained at a
cost from a local Chamber of Commerce
or the Turkish-British Chamber of
Commerce.
Getting Paid
Short-term finance
When exporting to Turkey normal
commercial rules should be followed, and
you should discuss the arrangements for
security of payment with the international
department of your UK bank, the UK
offices of Turkish banks or UK-based
banks that have offices in Turkey.

There are no problems regarding letters
of credit opened by Turkish banks being
accepted by foreign banks. The Turkish
bank will make payment provided that
the requirements of the letter of credit
are met.
However, be aware that a letter of credit
is a form of contract between two banks.
A bank will make payment provided that
the documents submitted to it are in strict
compliance with the conditions of the
letter of credit. This is regardless of
the purchase contract. To prevent the
possibility of a payment being made if
the terms of the purchase contract are not
met, the seller should check the letter of
credit against the terms of the purchase
contract and request amendments from
the buyer.
Further information on securing payment
and dispute resolution can be obtained
from:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-trade-investment
Open Account and Bills for Collection are
other payment methods commonly used
between UK exporters and Turkish
importers when a trustworthy relationship
between the two parties has been
developed. Major exports and those
requiring long-term finance will require
specialist payment and financing.
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Regulations regarding exchange control
and remittance of currency have to be
strictly adhered to by the Turkish importer,
so the UK exporter will have to ensure
that correct documentation is supplied
to their customer. There have been a
number of reported instances of major
problems being encountered due to
insufficient or incorrect documentation.
Any agency payments would normally be
expected to be paid out of the proceeds
of sale.
Pricing and Insurance
Pricing
Turkish companies accept pricing in
Turkish liras (YTL) or euros. It is possible
to suggest pricing in sterling but that puts
the exchange risk onto your Turkish
partner. In recent years the Turkish lira
has been stable but inflation is rising
again and your customer may be
interested in exploring other currency
options.

However, private sector insurance has
some limitations, particularly for sales
of capital goods, major services and
construction projects that require longer
credit packages or are in riskier markets.
The UK Export Finance (formerly Export
Credit Guarantee Department, ECGD),
provides a range of products for exporters
of such goods and services.
Its details are as follows:
UK Export Finance Department
PO Box 2200
2 Exchange Tower
Harbour Exchange Square
London E14 9GS
Tel:
+44 (0)20 7512 7000
Fax:
+44 (0)20 7512 7649
Email: help@ecgd.gsi.gov.uk
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-export-finance

Insurance
The private sector provides credit
insurance for exports of consumer goods,
raw materials and other similar goods.
Speak to your banker or insurance broker
for more information, or contact the British
Insurance Brokers’ Association (BIBA) for
impartial advice. Its details are as follows:
British Insurance Brokers’ Association
14 Bevis Marks
London EC3A 7NT
Tel:
+44 (0)870 950 1790
Fax:
+44 (0)20 7626 9676
Email: enquiries@biba.org.uk
www.biba.org.uk
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CBI around the world

CBI lobbying helps our members
do business at home and abroad
More information:

aoife.clarke@cbi.org.uk
Beijing | Brussels | Delhi | London | Washington
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If you receive an apparently very attractive order
from Turkey (or indeed, anywhere else), ask
yourself: is this too good to be true?
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Challenges to doing business in Turkey
Bribery and Corruption
Anyone doing business in Turkey is likely
to encounter or hear of corruption in one
form or another. Historically, practices
such as facilitation payments, bribes and
giving and receiving expensive gifts in
order to develop relationships were often
regarded as a normal part of doing
business. This is still the case in some
areas, although the level of corruption
varies according to sector, type of
business and region. However, the
general perception is that the situation
is improving.
UK companies operating abroad must
comply with the UK Bribery Act - see:
www.gov.uk/government/publications/brib
ery-act-2010-guidance
In addition, a commercial organisation
carrying on a business in the UK can be
liable for the conduct of a person who is
neither a UK national nor resident in the
UK or a body incorporated or formed in
the UK. In this case it does not matter
whether the acts or omissions which form
part of the offence take place in the UK
or elsewhere.
The OECD (Organisation for Economic
Co-operation & Development) has
assessed Turkey to have made significant
progress since 2007 in its efforts to
combat bribery in international business
deals by fully implementing all but one
of the recommendations of the OECD’s
Working Group on Bribery. However,
the Turkish media has reported that
a significant number of Turks believe
bribery and fraud to be common in
Turkey.

Information on key security and political
risks which UK businesses may face
can be found on the gov.uk Overseas
Business Risk page:
www.gov.uk/government/collections/
overseas-business-risk

Scams and how to avoid them
Ensure that you carry out basic due
diligence checks before issuing a letter
of invitation.
Too good to be true?
If you receive an apparently very
attractive order from Turkey (or indeed,
anywhere else), ask yourself: is this too
good to be true? If your product is a
low-tech manufactured component or
other item easily made or provided
overseas, ask yourself why someone in
Turkey would want to import items which
could probably be made locally for a
fraction of the price. If you are not entirely
sure, speak to your local International
Trade Adviser or contact the relevant
Embassy or Consulate-General, who
will often be aware of current scams.
Whatever you do, don't get on the plane
without carrying out appropriate due
diligence checks.

Terrorism
There is a threat from terrorism in Turkey
and a number of terrorist groups remain
active in the country. The main terrorist
group operating in Turkey is the separatist
Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK). The PKK
have been known to carry out attacks in
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the south east of the country including
the provinces of Hakkari, Sirnak, Siirt and
Tunceli. Other areas that can be affected
are Van, Bitlis, Bingol, Elazig, Mus,
Batman, Erzincan, Diyarbakir, Mardin
and Agri.

Organised Crime

Some PKK attacks have known to be
focussed on government and civilian
targets, including military targets in
major cities Istanbul, Ankara and Adana,
Izmir, Mersin and tourist resorts on the
Mediterranean and Aegean coasts
(these have included Kusadasi, Cesme,
Marmaris and Antalya, Manavgat).

The main organised crime threat in
Turkey relates to the trade in narcotics.
Turkey remains a key transit country for
heroin destined for Western Europe from
Afghanistan. However, Turkish law
enforcement continues to make significant
efforts to tackle this issue. The United
Nations Office of Drugs and Crime
(UNODC) World Drug Report 2010 noted
that Turkey seized 15.4 metric tonnes in
2008 which represents more seizures
than the whole of the European Union
combined in that year.

The FCO also provide up-to-date travel
advice. You should consult this before
you travel. Please visit:
www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/turkey

With the growth of the Turkish economy,
Turkey may also find itself becoming
more attractive as a destination country
for Organised Immigration Crime.

Protective Security Advice
The Centre for the Protection of National
Infrastructure also provides protective
security advice to businesses.

Contracts

Crime levels in Turkey are generally quite
low. The main issues are:
•
•
•

Street robbery and pick-pocketing
are common.
Burglaries.
Demonstrations can occur regularly
in major cities.

Intellectual Property
IP rights are territorial, that is they only
give protection in the countries where
they are granted or registered. If you are
thinking about trading internationally, then
you should consider registering your IP
rights in your export markets.

Turkish importers tend to use standard
form contracts in their transactions.
Foreign contracts are seldom accepted
for fear of being trapped by unfamiliar
contract stipulations.
Adding special provisions to the contract
form is normally acceptable.
You can expect to see the following key
terms and conditions in a Turkish import
contract: Terms of price and shipment
Turkish import businesses often
conduct transactions at FOB prices in
consideration for using Turkish shipping
companies. C&F and CIF terms are
accepted only if the freight is proved to
be cost-effective.
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Insurance

Dispute resolution

Turkish importers generally have "open
insurance" for their import cargoes – i.e.
importing companies submit notifications
of import cargo shipments and other
relevant documents which are then
acknowledged by the insurance company
as insurance orders, and against which
the insurance premium will be settled with
the insured. Terms of payment: this is
normally by letter of credit (L/C).

In cases of dispute the formal contract
must have a provision that a solution must
be sought through friendly consultation.
If this does not work, arbitration is then
adopted to settle the dispute. Arbitration
is not widely used in Turkey. Litigation is
only used as a last resort.

Inspection
Certificates of quality, quantity or weight –
issued by manufacturers or public
assessors – are normally required as
part of the process of setting up a letter
of credit. However, if the goods are
discovered not to be in conformity with the
certificates after re-inspection by Turkish
inspection authorities, the buyer will either
return the goods to the seller or lodge
claims against the seller for compensation
on losses on the strength of inspection at
the port of destination.
In the case of equipment imports, Turkish
companies often insert a clause in the
contract withholding a portion of the
payment – normally 5 to 10% of the total
contract value – which will be paid only
when the equipment is installed and
commissioned.
This retention sum tends to become a
permanent rebate, so beware of allowing
a figure too high.
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The first President and founder of the Modern
Republic, Kemal Ataturk, is revered and you
should be careful not to say anything about
him which might be construed as critical.
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Turkish people generally go on a summer
vacation around July-August, so it’s
important to arrange a meeting at a time
when both sides can attend and inform
the other side about the meeting one-two
weeks beforehand.

Turkish business culture
Time-Management
Workdays: Monday to Friday from 09:00
to 18:00, however, some firms may work
on Saturday too. Lunch-time during
workdays is from 12:00 to 13:00 or
12:30 to 13:30.

No business takes place on Turkish
National Holidays. They are as follows:

Turkish National Holidays 2015:
1st

(for 1 day)

New Year

23rd April:

(for 1 day)

National Sovereignty and Children's Day

1st

May:

(for 1 day)

Labour and Solidarity Day

19th May:

(for 1 day)

Commemoration of Atatürk, Youth and Sports Day

16

January:

th

(for 4 days)

Ramazan Bayrami Festival

30th August:

July:

(for 1 day)

Victory Day

22nd September:

(for 5 days)

Muslim Festival of Sacrifice (Kurban Bayrami)

28th October:

(for 2 days)

Republic Day

Turkish National Holidays 2016:
1st

(for 1 day)

New Year

23rd April:

(for 1 day)

National Sovereignty and Children's Day

1st

May:

(for 1 day)

Labour and Solidarity Day

19th May:

(for 1 day)

Commemoration of Atatürk, Youth and Sports Day

7

th

January:

July:

30th August:

(for 3 days)

Ramazan Bayrami Festival

(for 1 day)

Victory Day

11th September:

(for 4 days)

Muslim Festival of Sacrifice (Kurban Bayrami)

28th October:

(for 2 days)

Republic Day

Source: www.officeholidays.com/countries/turkey/2016.php
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Dress Code

Making conversation

Generally, Turkish businessmen’s dress
code is similar to the accepted mode of
dress in Western Europe – a suit, shirt
and a tie, and for women it is either a suit,
dress or a skirt combination. During
summer, it’s very hot in Istanbul, Ankara
and Izmir, therefore trousers, shirt and a
tie suffice. For women light summer
clothing is acceptable. (In some western
cities hems are shorter than you may
expect, but for business knee length is
advised. Consider having a light jacket
or sweater to cover shoulders – air
conditioning can also be brutal.)

Personal relationships are highly rated,
and no visitor should come straight to
the business in hand without exchanging
a few friendly words first. It is acceptable
to ask about family, talk about football
(a Turkish passion) and other sports
and hobbies.

Meeting and Greeting

Talk about family, food and sports; they
are very suitable icebreakers.

•

The traditional hospitality of the
Turks determines business etiquette.

•

Although appointments should be
made wherever possible, most
executives will receive visitors without
an appointment if they are able to
do so.

•

On initial meetings a good, firm
handshake is the norm.

•

Men may occasionally also hold your
arm with their left hand as a sign of
warmness. Unlike in the UK, the
handshake is not usually used when
departing. You may find once the
relationship warms up that you are
kissed on the cheek.

•

In the business context most women
will shake hands with men. However,
this may not be the case in eastern or
rural Turkey where people are more
conservative. If unsure, wait for the
woman to extend her hand.

Turks say "yes" by nodding their head
forward and down and say "no" by
nodding their head up and back while
lifting their eyebrows. Wagging your head
from side to side doesn't mean "no" in
Turkish, it means "I don't understand".

Modes of address
Turks prefer to communicate directly,
so you are advised to phone rather than
write to contacts. Turkish businesses are
slow to respond to email. Turks answer
the phone by saying 'Alo?' - (a specific
Turkish word for answering the phone),
or 'Efendim' (respectfully meaning 'my
master'). Turks may also say 'Buyurun',
equivalent to saying "at your service".
Turks also tend to use the expression
'hah!' as a sign of agreement.
Turkish letters are usually addressed with
the name of the main street first, then the
minor street and then the number of the
building.
In Turkish when calling a person it is
common to use ‘Mr’ and ‘Mrs/Ms'.
‘Bey’ (pronounced bay) refers to Mr and
“hanim” (pronounced hunum) refers to
Mrs/Ms and is used after the first name,
e.g. Mr. Ali Ozan = Ali Bey / Mrs. Ayla
Deniz = Ayla Hanim
For officials, you or your interpreter
should refer to them by their title.
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Gifts
Don't offer gifts that are too lavish or
personal and be sure to check that your
Turkish counterparts drink before giving
alcohol. The exchanging of gifts is not a
predominant feature of Turkish business
culture. However, if a gift is given it will
be gratefully accepted.
Meetings
Business meetings are the time to present
your company proposal and to talk about
business seriously (but don’t forget the
initial pleasantries). In Turkey, English is
the most common foreign language, so
most businesspeople speak English.
In Turkey, it is important to shake hands
firmly at the start of an introduction and
a business meeting.
In Turkish business practice it is
respectful to address a Turkish
professional by his or her occupational
title alone, should they have one, e.g.
"Doctor" or "Lawyer". However, Turks are
generally informal with names and when
meeting someone for the first time they
tend to address people by "Mr" or "Mrs"
followed by their first name.
Business cards should be exchanged.
Although there is no formal exchange
ritual, you are advised to present your
card with both hands and, if possible,
have one side of your card translated
into Turkish. Offer your business card to
everyone you meet, especially to those
with whom you wish to establish a
business relationship.

Every visitor will immediately be offered
coffee or tea; it is impolite to refuse, but
you can ask for water. Coffee is served
"sade" (without sugar) and "orta" (with
some sugar). Tea comes with one or
two lumps on the side.
After small talk, start the meeting and
discussion by introducing yourself and
your business.
In the meeting, it’s better if you have both
English and Turkish documents about
your business.
An oral discussion can be supported
by visual communicators like drawings,
graphs, statistics etc. as Turkish people
would enjoy the meeting both orally and
visually.
When negotiating on financial terms,
be patient because it may take some
time to agree on a point mutually.
In Turkey the currency is Turkish Lira,
(TL) but Dollars and Euros are currencies
commonly used when doing business.
If negotiating, it may not always be
necessary to focus on financial benefits.
It is just as useful to point to areas such
as prestige, influence, honour, respect
and other non-monetary incentives.
Reach the decision-maker at the top,
at least at the first meeting or on first
contact. Send your top person to meet
with their top person. This would be
indicative of how much you value your
prospective business in Turkey.
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Relationship-building
Initial meetings should always
concentrate on relationship-building.
Engage in some conversation to
establish rapport. The Turks are proud
of their country and will enjoy answering
questions on their culture, history and
food, although it is advisable to avoid
discussing politics.
Most Turkish men love football and
usually support one of the three Istanbul
teams: Galatasaray, Besiktas
(pronounced Beshik-tash) or Fenerbahçe
(pronounced Fener-bach-e). Asking after
their team's recent fortunes will always
produce lively and animated responses.

Presentations
It is good to bear in mind that people are
primarily oral and visual communicators,
so in addition to written statistics and
projections try to present information
vocally or with maps, graphs and charts.
Relationships
The one overarching point to consider
before doing business in Turkey is that
business is personal. The key to any good
business venture relies heavily upon a
good personal relationship.
Although facts, figures and projected
profit margins do go some way towards
getting contracts signed and deals done,
the relationship is crucial. Your Turkish
counterpart will need to have trust in you,
both as a person and a professional,
and also like you on a personal level.

Such relationships are built through
spending time together, either over long
meals or socialising. Chatting over shared
interests helps build rapport and find
common ground. Revealing personal
information and showing an interest in
your counterpart's life and family is also
important.
Entertainment
Food lovers will be glad to know that
dining in restaurants is part-and-parcel
of Turkish business culture.
You will inevitably be invited to dine out
and it would be impolite not to accept.
The meal is a time for relaxing, engaging
in some good conversation, getting away
from business and firming up that
relationship.
In general practice, the entire meal is not
ordered at once. One course is ordered
at a time and after finishing it, the next is
ordered. Expect many “starter” courses
or “mezzes” before the main dish arrives.
The protocol of Turkish hospitality dictates
that the host always pays for the meal.
The concept of sharing a bill is alien.
You may offer to pay, which will be seen
as polite, but it is unlikely you will be
allowed to do so. The best policy is to
graciously thank the host and then a
few days later invite them to dinner at
a restaurant of your choice.
If you do so it may be a good idea to
have a quiet word with the restaurant
manager to inform them that under no
circumstances are they to accept
payment from your guests.

This combination spells a long-term
association.
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Although the majority of Turks are
Muslims, not all abstain from drinking
alcohol. However, it is wise to wait and
see if your host or guest orders any
alcoholic drinks before you do so, as
it may be uncomfortable for them to sit
at a table with alcohol or to pay for it.
Interpreters
Taking the time to learn the language is a
useful asset but interpreters are plentiful.
It will be expected that UK businesses
will not necessarily know Turkish, so
interpreters are expected in these
circumstances.
Many Turkish businesspeople will know
English, some to a high standard.
Negotiating Techniques
Some Golden Hints
Prior to entering negotiations in Turkey,
you should know your bottom-line figure.
You will then need to add a percentage
to this figure, making the price seemingly
expensive. This is done as concessions
are expected: they show compromise and
a willingness to put the relationship first.

It is not advisable to use deadlines or
pressure tactics, as the Turks may
use this to their advantage and reverse
the tactic by threatening to cancel
agreements or end negotiations. Be
patient.
The first President and founder of the
Modern Republic, Kemal Ataturk, is
revered and you should be careful not
to say anything about him which might
be construed as critical.
This information is provided by
Kwintessential; www.kwintessential.co.uk
Mobilise local assets
In-country partners and agents can be
of real assistance with negotiations.
Many multinationals now manage their
businesses in Turkey locally, with local
nationals responsible for the business
in Turkey.
If you have a joint venture, even in an
unrelated area of business, this
knowledge of your seriousness will be of
reassurance to new Turkish customers.

When conceding on figures, work slowly
towards your bottom-line figure through
meaningful concessions – you present
this as a decision made out of respect
and liking for your counterpart.
Try to concede only once you have
gained agreement on a reciprocal
concession on a separate or related
issue.
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Face-to-Face

•

Foreign negotiators may be pressured
into making concessions when the
Turkish side threatens to approach
rival firms if their demands are not
met.

•

Using friendship to extract
concessions.

•

Once both sides have met, the
Turkish side may remind the
foreigners that true friends would
reach an agreement of maximum
mutual benefit. Make sure that the
benefit is genuinely mutual and not
just one-way.

Do
•

Maintain eye contact with your
Turkish counterpart while speaking,
as Turks take this as a sign of
sincerity.

•

Dress conservatively. You will be
expected to wear a suit and tie.
Women should avoid short skirts,
low-cut blouses or shorts.

•

Ensure that you greet each of your
Turkish counterparts individually.
The most common greeting is
Merhaba but Selaminaleyküm,
a greeting with a more religious
connotation, can also be used.

Don't
•

Back away if your Turkish colleagues
stand close to you during
conversation. Turks do not require
as much personal space as many
other cultures and this may be
construed as unfriendly.

Negotiating Tricks of the Trade
Turkish negotiators are shrewd and use
a wide variety of bargaining tactics.

Attrition
Some negotiators are patient and can
stretch out discussions in order to wear
their interlocutors down. Excessive
hospitality the evening before discussions
can be another variation on this theme.
Counterplay
Here are some useful tactics that may
help foreign negotiators dealing with their
Turkish counterparts:
•

Be absolutely prepared.

•

At least one member of the foreign
team must have a thorough
knowledge of every aspect of the
business deal. Be prepared to give a
lengthy and detailed presentation,
taking care not to release sensitive
technological information before you
reach full agreement.

•

Play off competitors.

The following are just a few of the more
common stratagems:
•

Controlling the meeting place and
schedule.

•

The Turkish know that some visitors
will be reluctant to journey home
empty-handed.

•

Putting pressure on foreigners just
before their scheduled return can
often bring useful benefits to the other
side.

•

Threatening to do business elsewhere.
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If the going gets tough you may
let the Turkish side know that they
are not the only game in town.
Competition between Turkish
producers is increasing. There may
be other sources in the country for
what your counterpart has to offer.

•

Be willing to cut your losses and
go home.

•

Let the Turkish side know that failure
to agree is an acceptable alternative
to making a bad deal.

•

Cover every detail of a contract
before you sign it.

•

Talk over the entire contract with
the Turkish side. Be sure that your
interpretations are consistent and
that everyone understands their
duties and obligations.

•

Be patient.

•

Turks generally believe that
Westerners are always in a hurry, and
they may try to get you to sign an
agreement before you have adequate
time to review the details.

Return Visits to the UK
UK Visas
The UK Visas and Immigration (UKVI)
Istanbul Service has recently made a
number of service improvements, and
for full and up-to-date information we
recommend visiting:
www.gov.uk/government/world/turkey.

However, whilst the majority of visas are
issued, some common problems arise:
Unfamiliarity with the procedures –
New applicants for UK visas need to
have interviews, but may sometimes
be unwilling to impart the information
required or give bio-metrics. Reassure
your client that the same procedures
apply to all applicants.
Last-minute rush –
Unfortunately, meetings in Turkey are
often arranged one day in advance.
Therefore, it does not occur to businesspeople that they need to prepare in
advance for a visa application. This is
particularly the case when they are
visiting multiple countries and require
multiple visas. With the best will in the
world, given the numbers of applications
– particularly in peak periods – there will
be times when Turkish partners do not
leave enough time to process
applications.
The importance of paper –
In the Turkish system, paperwork comes
second to relationships. Unfortunately,
this means that senior contacts can often
neglect to complete visa applications
themselves, and their assistants may
miss vital information.
The concept of "hosting"
The Turkish take the concept of being
host (and you being in the role of a guest)
very seriously.
Companies doing business in Turkey
are often treated to a wide range of
assistance, including hotels, transport,
meals and evening entertainment.
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Turkish companies can often lean on an
extensive network of relationships to
provide these without incurring direct
costs, or at a substantial discount.

Language
Basic Turkish
Turkish is a Turkic Language spoken by
approximately 70 million people. It is the
official language of Turkey, spoken by
around 90% of the population as a first
language. It is also an official language
of Cyprus and is spoken by minority
groups in Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Greece,
Macedonia and Romania as well as
expatriate groups around the world, most
notably in Germany.

Unfortunately, when they are visiting the
UK they expect the same, and most UK
companies do not have the budget to
handle all-in travel for contacts they
have never done business with and are
not sure they ever will do business with.
Therefore, it is best to be cautious
about the extent to which hospitality is
expected. Don't be rude, but do take the
trouble to explain that things are different
back home.

Turkish uses a 29-letter variant of the
Latin alphabet. It was introduced as part
of Kemel Atatürk's cultural reforms in
1928, replacing the Arabic variant used
during the Ottoman Empire and early
years of the Turkish nation.

English

Turkish with English
Characters

Turkish with Turkish
Characters

Phonetic

Hello

Merhaba

Merhaba

mehr-hah-bah

Goodbye

Gule gule

Güle Güle

gew-leh gew-leh

Yes

Evet

Evet

eh-veht

No

Hayir

Hayır

hah-yuhr

How are you?

Nasilsiniz?

Nasılsınız?

nahs-suhl-suh-nuhz

Please
Thank you

Lutfen
Tesekkur ederim

Lütfen
Tes¸ekkür ederim

Sorry

Ozur dilerim

Özür dilerim

lewt-fehn
tesh-ek-kewr
eh-dehr-eem
uz-urr the-le-reem

Mr

Bey

Bey

(as in "bay", an area
of a sea)

Mrs/Miss/Ms

Hanim

Hanım

Excuse me

Pardon

Pardon

pahr-dohn

Cheers

Serefe

S¸erefe

she-re-fe

No problem (it's OK) Birsey degil

Bir s¸ey deg˘ il

beer shehy deh-yeel

I don't understand

Anlamadim

ahn-lah-mah-durn

Anlamadim

Hah-num
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Finally – Doing business in Turkey,
a profile for success
What is the right approach?
•

Take account of social and business
customs.

•

Leave your preconceptions at home.

•

It’s all too easy to be overawed by
the challenges, but keep hold of your
business sense as tightly as you
would anywhere else.

•

Do your homework on the market
and on potential partners.

•

Patience is a virtue. Some things
may take longer to set up than you
think (especially if they involve
bureaucracy), so allow for this in
your preparations.

•

Take a long-term approach, but
don’t stick rigidly to your plans.
Things often change rapidly and
unexpectedly in Turkey.

•

Obtaining good quality independent
legal and professional advice is
essential.

•

If your product is in danger of being
copied or counterfeited, seek
specialist legal advice on how best
to protect your intellectual property
rights (IPR).

•

Don’t forget to carry out due diligence.

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

NOT EVERY
FRIDGE
FREEZER
DESERVES
9 OUT OF 10.

Beko American Style fridge
freezers have received an
average 9 out of 10 score,
based on thousands of
impartial owner reviews.
Search online to see what
they’re saying for yourself,
and find out why we’re
the UK’s best selling
home appliance brand.

Volume Sales, GfK, Total MDA 6, Jan 13 – Dec 13
Reevoo.com, real reviews, Jan 13 – Jan 14

With its young and dynamic population and
rapidly growing economy, Turkey has retained
its position as one of the most attractive
countries in which to invest.
Audit, Tax and Advisory Services is
provided by KPMG Turkey
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Common deal issues

Business information

Turkish Tax Procedural Law, or Turkish
GAAP, is largely a cash based accounting
principle. Revenues and costs are often
recognised on invoicing rather than in
the period they relate to. Provisions for
doubtful receivables or inventory or other
committed or incurred but unrealised
costs may equally not be recognised in
the accounts. Therefore understanding
the true earnings of a business may not
be obvious from looking only at the
accounts.

The Turkish Commercial Code is evolving
but at present there is no requirement for
a statutory financial audit unless a
company is listed, operates in a regulated
market or exceeds certain size thresholds
(total assets of TL75m, revenue of
TL150m or number of employees of 250).

Companies that do not meet this
qualifying criteria do not have to be
audited and prepare statutory financial
statements primarily for tax purposes
in accordance with the Turkish Tax
Procedural Law.
Unlike with other regulatory bodies,
such as Companies House in the UK,
in Turkey there is no requirement to
make financial statements submitted
to the tax authorities publicly available.
It is therefore almost impossible to access
reliable financial data on a mid-sized
Turkish company. We therefore see a
lot of demand from our foreign clients
for commercial due diligence and market
investigations to help them obtain a better
view of the market, its drivers and key
players. Primarily research channels,
such as direct interviews, are a vital
source of this work.

The lack of audit requirement can
encourage businesses to prepare
their statutory accounts with a view to
minimise taxable profits. It is therefore
not uncommon to see out of books
sales, overstated cost and certain
(management) remuneration paid off
book (in order to avoid related PAYE
or NIC obligations). This is an area that
requires special attention during the
diligence phase of a transaction.
Individual shareholders often have
multiple investments and it is not
uncommon to see a web of related party
transactions between operationally
unrelated entities. As part of an investor’s
diligence, he or she will need to identify
financing related balances that are not
part of the normal working capital
requirement and for which a purchase
price adjustment should be sought.
Overall, the corporate governance and
financial control environment in Turkey
is weaker than in more developed
economies. Management information that
is used to control the business can be
limited, particularly for smaller companies.
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Detailed management accounts including
key performance indicators are often not
prepared and financial information can
be limited to statutory accounts or trial
balances. An investor should therefore
be prepared to spend more time in the
pre-diligence stage to identify what
information is available, and where
this is insufficient, spend time with the
vendors to prepare what is required.

The strength of the relationships allows
businesses to conduct transactions based
on trust or informal agreements, rather
than legal contracts, this is particularly the
case in the service and distribution sector.
Whilst this practice is a result of stamp tax
imposed on contracts (and can therefore
be avoided if no formal contracts exist) it
stresses the importance of the ownermanager in the day to day running of the
business.

Business valuation
Ca. 95% of companies in Turkey are
owner managed family businesses.
Owner-managers are therefore closely
involved in the day-to-day running of the
company, but decision making is often
not strategic or with a long-term view,
but rather ad-hoc. An example of this is
the absence of annual budgets or even
(rolling) long term business plans as
part of regular business planning and
reporting in many Turkish companies, a
shortfall arisen at least party by a history
of economic crisis and hyper-inflation.
This in turn, impacts on the price
expectations of a vendor, who tend
towards an emotional valuation of the
business which he or she has built up
over the years, rather than one based
on sound business plans and valuation
concepts. As a result, price negotiations
can be a delicate affair, with purchase
price adjustment mechanism often
ignored or only present in a basic form.
The support of an experienced sell-side
advisor can therefore be beneficial for
both sides during a sale process.

The owner-manager often also provides
personal guarantees to banks who
provide project or working capital
financing to the business.
Project financing supported mainly
by future cash flows of the project or
business are less common in Turkey.
As a result, one of the key focus areas
of owner-managers is on cash flow and
working capital management to protect
their personal guarantees.
Doing business in Turkey
It is not without challenges, some of which
this article touches upon, but with careful
planning, local experience and understanding of the market and commitment
to building strong relationships with local
partners, successful transactions can
be completed in Turkey. But don’t be
surprised if you cannot arrange an
appointment with a Turkish business six
months in advance, you may be more
successful arranging an ad-hoc
introductory meeting the next day.

The importance of the owner manager
to the business
Many businesses have built strong
long-standing business relationships with
their customers and suppliers and often
owner-managers are the key to these
relationships.
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Tax Section
With its young and dynamic population
and rapidly growing economy, Turkey has
retained its position as one of the most
attractive countries in which to invest.
Although Turkey has yet to overcome a
handful of macro-economic challenges,
this trend is expected to continue in the
near future.
Supply of cost effective labour force,
proximity to Europe and Customs Union,
its strategic location, large and growing
domestic market, political stability, and
strong banking system makes Turkey a
very attractive destination for investment.
There are various tax and accounting
issues that should be considered by
investors who planning to enter the
market or expand to Turkey that may
significantly impact the return on
investment.

These incentives or tax expenditures are
usually available to the investors for the
promotion of private investment activities
in selected sectors/regions depending on
the scale of investment and in the
following forms:
Investment incentive regime
■
■
■
■
■
■

Customs duty exemption
Value Added Tax (“VAT”) exemption
Reduced rate Corporate Income
Taxes
Social Security Employer premium
contribution
Interest support on the financing
Allocation of State Land

Incentives in distressed regions
■

Businesses initiated in certain
distressed regions are granted certain
tax incentives.

Research and development incentives
We aim to give you a high level
overview of the key local tax issues
to be considered by foreign investors.
The Investment Decision
The most critical and initial decision
is to decide whether to make a new
investment or acquire an existing
company. In case of a new investment,
it becomes extremely critical to apply for
tax exemptions/incentives that may be
granted to investments in some specific
regions/sectors/activities.

■ R&D allowance
•
•
•
•
•
•

Income tax incentives
Social security premium
incentives
Technological enterprise capital
subsidy
Stamp duty exemption
Incentives for technology
development zones
Incentives for free trade zones

Turkey uses the option of fiscal incentives
to channelize domestic and foreign
investments for industrial development
and rural-urban integration.
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There are also certain corporate tax
exemptions and incentives provided by
Law (not limited with the below):
•

Entities engaged in manufacturing
activities in Free Trade Zones may be
entitled to corporate tax exemption
subject to certain conditions.

•

Profits derived from new technology
development activities in technoparks
may be exempt from corporate tax.

•

Companies engaged in R&D activities
can enjoy a specific R&D incentive
regime in Turkey, which also includes
allowance for eligible R&D expenses
from the corporate tax base.

Advantages

Asset Purchase or Share Purchase
In case of acquiring a new company,
the investor should decide on whether
to acquire the assets of the Turkish
company or its shares. Both alternatives
have pro’s and con’s which needs to
be evaluated in depth. For instance,
the tax attributes (that is, tax losses and
incentives) are not transferred to a buyer
in an asset deal whereas they are
transferred to the buyer in a share deal.
On the other hand, share deals may
require a tax due diligence review in
Turkey as all known and unknown tax
liabilities are inherited by the buyer.
The main advantages and disadvantages
of asset/share acquisition is summarised
below:

Disadvantages

Asset Acquisition
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purchase price can be depreciated
tax purposes
Step-up in tax basis (through transfer
at fair value) is obtained
Previous tax liabilities of the seller
are not inherited
Possible to acquire part of the
business
More flexibility in funding
Absorbing a profitable business into
a loss-making company is possible

•
•

•
•
•

Potential need to renegotiate existing
agreements and renew licenses
More transaction costs (such as
stamp taxes and title deed registration
fees)
Exemptions on sale of shares are
not applicable
Tax losses remain with the seller
Not favourable for the seller in terms
of cash flow (cash remains in the
company)

Share Acquisition
•
•

•
•

Purchase on net-asset basis, so lower
capital outlay
More attractive to the seller due to
available tax exemptions and cash
flow
Acquire the tax attributes of the target
(tax losses, incentives etc.)
Continue to enjoy existing contracts
and licenses

•

•
•

Acquisition of potential tax liability
(difference between market value and
tax basis of assets which would be
crystallized on disposal of such
assets)
Inability to recognise goodwill
available for tax depreciation
Acquisition of contingent (unknown)
tax liabilities of the target
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Choice of Acquisition Vehicle
i)

Foreign Parent Company

The foreign purchaser may choose to
make the acquisition itself, perhaps to
shelter its own taxable profits with the
financing costs. This will not cause any
direct taxation problems in Turkey.
However, Turkey charges withholding
tax on interest and dividend payments
to a foreign party; so, if relevant, an
intermediate company resident in a
more favourable treaty territory may
be preferred.
ii) Local Holding Company
The form of a Turkey holding company
is usually A.S. or Ltd. Company, or a
specific holding company (as defined in
the Turkish Commercial Code, which is
a special type of an A.S. formed with the
primary purpose of investing in other
companies). There is no material taxation
difference between these forms, but it
should be noted that the special holding
company is advantageous, because it
has a higher dividend capacity than
other forms.

Although it is theoretically possible to
achieve a deductibility of acquisition
costs and interest expenses through a
post-acquisition merger of the holding
company into the target, such structures
are under scrutiny by the Turkish tax
authorities and have been challenged
through the substance-over-form
principle. Such structures should,
therefore, be analysed carefully and
professional advice should be sought
on a case-by-case basis.
A Turkey holding company may be a
tax-efficient option if the acquisition in
Turkey is financed with equity, rather than
debt, and the foreign investor intends
to re-invest in Turkey. In this case, the
Turkey holding company can receive
dividends from the target entity without
any tax leakages (that is, participation
exemption rules), and may use the
dividends received for re-investment
in other Turkish businesses.
iii) Local Branch
It is possible for a foreign company
to hold the shares of a Turkish target
through a branch established in Turkey.

Turkish corporate tax law also specifies
a special holding company regime and
related tax incentives for the purpose of
holding the shares or foreign investments
through a holding company in Turkey.
A Turkey holding company is not usually
seen as an efficient alternative, because
of the absence a tax grouping regime in
Turkey, which means the acquisition costs
and interest expenses at the level of
holding company cannot be offset against
the target’s profits.
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In general, the branch (though regarded
as a non-resident for tax purposes),
is subject to tax rules similar to those
applying to other company forms in
terms of its Turkey income and
transactions However, in practice a
branch is not seen as a favourable
option because of the following:

The debt financing alternative should be
evaluated in terms of thin capitalization
and transfer pricing rules. Moreover, the
indirect tax implications (banking taxes
and/or reverse charge VAT) should be
considered as well.

•

dividends paid from a Turkish target
to the branch are not entitled to
participation exemption;

Turkey introduced transfer pricing
regulations to its Corporate Tax Law
effective from 2007. They are generally
in alignment with the OECD model.

•

the remittance of profits as well as
dividends from the branch to its
foreign parent are subject to WHT;
and

•

it is an inflexible structure, because
the branch cannot be legally
transferred to a third party in a
subsequent exit.

iv) Joint Ventures
A joint venture can be established in
between a Turkish company and one or
more local or foreign entities. If such a
joint venture company is incorporated, it
takes an ordinary legal form as discussed
above (that is, A.S. or Ltd.) and is thus
subject to same tax implications.
An incorporated joint venture may be
registered for tax purposes but it can only
be used for specific contractual works and
is not available as a holding company
structure.
Choice of Acquisition Funding
A purchaser structuring an acquisition
in Turkey will need to consider whether
to fund the vehicle with debt or equity.
Hybrid financing instruments are not
recognized for tax purposes in Turkey, so
it is usually necessary to follow the legal
definition when classifying a financing
structure as debt or equity, and to identify
the respective tax implications.

Transfer Pricing Regulations

The regulations are applicable to both
domestic and cross-border transactions
between related parties, but a transfer
pricing adjustment is not required for
domestic transactions between Turkish
tax-registered entities as long as there is
no ultimate fiscal loss for the government.
The regulations require that prices,
fees, and charges for inter-company
transactions (including interest on
intra-group financing) should be
determined on an arm’s length basis,
as determined by an acceptable
methodology.
The Double Tax Treaty Network of Turkey
Turkey currently has Double Tax Treaties
(DTT) with 80 countries including but not
limited to; EU countries, CIS countries,
Middle East countries, US, China and
India.
Turkey is currently re-negotiation its old
DTTs and renewing them with the aim to
harmonise the DTTs within the EU
countries.
The updated list of DTTs is on the Turkish
Revenue Administration website at
www.gib.gov.tr
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The main benefit that can be derived
through those DTT:
■

Elimination of double taxation of
certain source of income (either
through exemption or offset/ credit
mechanism)

■

Elimination of capital gains tax upon
sale of assets/shares in Turkey under
certain conditions

■

Reduction of withholding tax on
dividends (from local rate of 15% to
DTT rate which can be minimum
5% in some DTTs)

■

Elimination of withholding tax on
professional service fees if the
services are principally performed
off-shore

■

Reduction of withholding tax on
royalty payments (from local rate of
20% to 10% in most of the DTTs)
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Advisory, Director
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How we can help you?
As KPMG Turkey, we can assist you at
each step of the investment phase so that
you may become confident that all
considerations raised in our article have
been evaluated by us and you are offered
with the best appropriate options.
Source: KPMG Turkey

www.kpmg.com.tr

Begüm Kitiş
Tax Advisory, Director
T: +902166819047
E: bkitis@kpmg.com

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Resources:
Contact Details

British Consulate-General, Istanbul

The UK Trade & Investment
Turkey team

Mesrutiyet Cad No 34
Tepebasi
Beyoglu-Istanbul

UKTI Turkey Leadership

Tel:
+90 212 334 6400
Fax:
+90 212 334 6402
Email: uktiturkey@fco.gov.uk

Leigh Turner
Director-General UKTI Turkey, Central
Asia and South Caucasus HM
Consul-General
Email: leigh.turner@fco.gov.uk

British Embassy, Ankara

Yvonne Cherrie
Head of UKTI Ankara and Izmir
Email: yvonne.cherrie@fco.gov.uk

Sehit Ersan Caddesi, 46/A
06680 Cankaya, Ankara
Tel:
+90 312 455 3344 (Switchboard)
Fax:
+90 312 455 3351
Email: uktiturkey@fco.gov.uk

Lisa Banks
Trade attaché / UKTI Ankara
Email: lisa.banks@fco.gov.uk

British Consulate, Izmir
1442 Sokak, No. 49
Alsancak, Izmir
Tel:
+90 232 463 5151
Email: uktiturkey@fco.gov.uk
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Istanbul Trade & Investment Team
Sinan Akkaya
Istanbul Trade Manager
Financial and business services; ICT
Email: sinan.akkaya@mobile.ukti.gov.uk
Ozge Dursun
Istanbul Trade Manager
Creative and Media; Construction,
Infrastructure and Design
Email: ozge.dursun@mobile.ukti.gov.uk
Basak Toker
Istanbul Trade Manager
Advanced Engineering; Oil and Gas; Ports
Email: basak.toker@mobile.ukti.gov.uk

Asli Onder – Istanbul
Prosperity/UKTI Officer for Central Asia
and South Caucasus
Email: asli.onder@fco.gov.uk
Ankara Trade & Investment Team
Zeyno Sobaci – Ankara
Trade Manager –
Railways, Aerospace/Airports
Email: zeyno.sobaci@mobile.ukti.gov.uk
Umay Uysal – Ankara
Trade Manager – Renewable Energy and
Power, Environment, Water
Email: umay.uysal@mobile.ukti.gov.uk

Vefa Atag – Istanbul
Trade Advisor – Marine
Email: vefa.atag@mobile.ukti.gov.uk

Belgin Clissold – Ankara
Trade Manager –
Defence Technology and Security
Email: belgin.clissold@fco.gov.uk

Sibel Bilgin – Istanbul
Trade Advisor – Automotive
Email: sibel.bilgin@mobile.ukti.gov.uk

Asiye Yaman – Ankara
Trade Adviser – Healthcare
Email: asiye.yaman@mobile.ukti.gov.uk

Mehmet Basaran – Istanbul
Inward Investment Adviser
Email: mehmet.basaran@mobile.ukti.gov.uk

Ipek Alparslan – Ankara
Trade Adviser –
Sports, Leisure and Tourism
Email: ipek.alparslan@mobile.ukti.gov.uk

Ecem Toprakseven
Inward Investment Adviser
E: ecem.toprakseven@mobile.ukti.gov.uk
Zeynep Oztekbas
Head of Inward Investment
E: zeynep.oztekbas@mobile.ukti.gov.uk

Mehmet Ali Bortucene – Ankara
Trade Adviser –
Defence technology and Security
E: mehmetali.bortucene@mobile.ukti.gov.uk

Nirva Altunkeser – Istanbul
Head of Marketing and Events
E: nirva.altunkeser@mobile.ukti.gov.uk
Aysel Yaman Ciprut – Istanbul
Trade Adviser - Architecture
Email: aysel.yaman@mobile.ukti.gov.uk
Ayse Ally Gunduz – Istanbul
Regional Coordinator for Central Asia and
South Caucasus
Email: ally.gunduz@fco.gov.uk

www.Turkey.DoingBusinessGuide.co.uk
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Izmir Trade & Investment Team

Useful Links

Guliz Kiymaz – Izmir
Trade Manager – Agriculture; Food and
Drink; Textiles and Clothing
Email: guliz.kiymaz@mobile.ukti.gov.uk

Country Information

Sera Turkoglu – Izmir
Trade Advisor – Consumer Goods
Email: sera.turkoglu@mobile.ukti.gov.uk
The Turkish-British Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (TBCCI)
www.tbcci.org
The British Chamber of Commerce in
Turkey (BCCT)
Website: www.bcct.org.tr

BBC Website:
www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe17988453
EU Points of Single contact:
www.ec.europa.eu/internal_market/
eu-go/index_en.htm
FCO Country Profile:
www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/turkey
Lonely planet:
www.lonelyplanet.com/turkey/
Virtual Tourist:
www.virtualtourist.com/travel/Middle_East
/Turkey/TravelGuide-Turkey.html

UK Export Finance Department
(formerly ECGD)
PO Box 2200
2 Exchange Tower
Harbour Exchange Square
London E14 9GS

Culture and communications
Kwintessential Culture Guides:
www.kwintessential.co.uk

Tel:
+44 (0)20 7512 7000
Fax:
+44 (0)20 7512 7649
Email: help@ecgd.gsi.gov.uk

Customs & Regulations
HM Revenue & Customs:
www.hmrc.gov.uk

www.gov.uk/government/organisations/
uk-export-finance
UK Visa Service
www.gov.uk/government/world/turkey

Gov.uk:
www.gov.uk/browse/business/importsexports
Turkish Customs:
www.turkey.visahq.com/customs/
Economic Information
www.economist.com/topics/turkey
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Export Control

Trade Statistics

Export Control Organisation:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/
export-control-organisation

National Statistics Information:
www.statistics.gov.uk/hub/index.html

Export Finance and Insurance

UK Trade Info:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-trade-investment

UK Export Finance (formerly Export
Credit Guarantee department, ECGD):
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-export-finance

Turkish Statistical Institute (Turkstat):
www.turkstat.gov.tr/Start.do
Travel Advice

Intellectual Property
Intellectual Property Office:
www.ipo.gov.uk

FCO Travel:
www.gov.uk/browse/abroad

Market Access

NHS:
www.nhs.uk/nhsengland/Healthcareabroad/

Market Access Database for Tariffs
(for non-EU markets only):
http://madb.europa.eu/mkaccdb2/indexPubli.htm

Travel health:
www.travelhealth.co.uk/

Standard and Technical Regulations
British Standards Institution (BSI):
www.bsigroup.com/en/sectorsand
services/Disciplines/ImportExport
National Physical Laboratory:
www.npl.co.uk

Visit the Website and download the free Mobile App

Additional Useful Links

Trade Shows

UK Trade & Investment:
www.gov.uk/ukti

A trade show is a method of promoting a
business through the exhibition of goods
and services, an organised exhibition of
products, based on a central theme,
where manufacturers meet to show
their products to potential buyers.

Foreign & Commonwealth Office:
www.gov.uk/fco
British Council:
www.britishcouncil.org

Taking part in overseas exhibitions is
an effective way for you to test markets,
attract customers, appoint agents or
distributors and make sales. UKTI's
Tradeshow Access Programme (TAP)
provides grant support for eligible SME
firms to attend trade shows overseas.

Trade Tariff:
www.gov.uk/trade-tariff
Middle East Association:
www.the-mea.co.uk
British Chambers of Commerce:
www.britishchambers.org.uk
IoD (Institute of Directors):
www.iod.com
CBI (Confederation of British Industry):
www.cbi.org.uk

Participation is usually as part of a group,
a great advantage for inexperienced
businesses, and is usually led by one of
UKTI's Accredited Trade Association
(ATOs). ATOs work with UKTI to raise the
profile of UK groups and sectors at key
exhibitions.

Institute of Export (IOE):
www.export.org.uk

10 Times (previously
BizTradeShows.com) online database:
www.10times.com

British Expertise:
www.britishexpertise.org

British Expertise Events:
www.britishexpertise.org

Department for Business,
Innovation & Skills (BIS):
www.gov.uk/bis

EventsEye.com online database:
www.eventseye.com

UKTI e-exporting programme:
www.gov.uk/e-exporting

UKTI Turkey related events:
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/uk
-trade-investment
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Visit the Website
and download the free
Mobile App
Website and Mobile App features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Latest business news
Up-to-date travel advice
Detailed ‘Supporting Organisations’ and ‘Market Experts’
profiles
Essential contact details
Listings with links to up-and-coming trade shows
Access to the UKTI video library
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Disclaimer
Whereas every effort has been made to
ensure that the information given in this
Guide is accurate, neither International
Market Advisor (IMA), the British
Consulate-General in Istanbul, the
British Embassy in Ankara, UK Trade
& Investment (UKTI), nor its parent
Departments, the Department for
Business, Innovation & Skills (BIS) or the
Foreign & Commonwealth Office (FCO),
accept liability for any errors, omissions or
misleading statements and no warranty is
given or responsibility accepted as to the
standing of any individual, firm, company
or other organisation mentioned.
The purpose of the Doing Business
Guides, prepared by International Market
Advisor (IMA) is to provide information to
help recipients form their own judgments
about making business decisions as to
whether to invest or operate in a particular
country.
The Report's contents were
believed (at the time that the Report
was prepared) to be reliable, but no
representations or warranties, express
or implied, are made or given by IMA,
the British Consulate-General in Istanbul,
the British Embassy in Ankara, UKTI or
its parent Departments (the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO) and the
(BIS) Department for Business, Innovation
and Skills) as to the accuracy of the
Report, its completeness or its suitability
for any purpose. In particular, none of the
Report's contents should be construed as
advice or solicitation to purchase or sell
securities, commodities or any other form
of financial instrument.

No liability is accepted by IMA, the British
Consulate-General in Istanbul, the British
Embassy in Ankara, UKTI, the FCO or
BIS for any loss or damage (whether
consequential or otherwise) which may
arise out of or in connection with the
report. No warranty is given, or
responsibility accepted as to the standing
of any individual, firm, company or other
organisation mentioned.
A range of UK Government support is
available from a portfolio of initiatives
called Solutions for Business.
The "solutions" are available to qualifying
businesses and cover everything from
investment and grants through to
specialist advice, collaborations and
partnerships. UK Trade & Investment is
the government organisation that helps
UK-based companies succeed in the
global economy and also helps overseas
companies bring their high-quality
investment to the UK's dynamic economy acknowledged as Europe's best place
from which to succeed in global business.
UK Trade & Investment offers expertise
and contacts through its extensive network
of specialists in the UK, and in British
Embassies and other diplomatic offices
around the world. UKTI provides
companies with the tools they require
to be competitive on the world stage.

Doing Business in Turkey Guide Quick Facts
Full Name: Republic of Turkey
Area: 783,562 sq km
Population: 81,619,392 (July 2014 est.)
Capital: Ankara
Languages: Turkish (official), Kurdish, other minority languages
Religion: Muslim 99.8% (mostly Sunni), other 0.2% (mostly Christians and Jews)
Life expectancy (at birth): 73.29 years (est. 2014)
Government: republican parliamentary democracy
Legal System: civil law system based on various European legal systems notably the Swiss civil code.
Currency: Turkish Lira (TRY / TL / YTL)
Exchange Rate: £1 GBP = 3.67 TRY (September 2014)
GDP per capita: $15,300 (2013 est.)
Natural resources: coal, iron ore, copper, chromium, antimony, mercury, gold, barite, borate, celestite
(strontium), emery, feldspar, limestone, magnesite, marble, perlite, pumice, pyrites (sulfur), clay, arable
land, hydropower.
Value of Exports: $167.6 billion (2013 est.)
Exports – Commodities: apparel, foodstuffs, textiles, metal manufactures, transport equipment.
Value of Imports: $242.9 billion (2013 est.)
Imports – Commodities: machinery, chemicals, semi-finished goods, fuels, transport equipment.
Climate: temperate; hot, dry summers with mild, wet winters; harsher in interior.
Natural hazards: severe earthquakes, especially in northern Turkey, along an arc extending from the Sea
of Marmara to Lake Van. Volcanism: limited volcanic activity; its three historically active volcanoes;
Ararat, Nemrut Dagi and Tendurek Dagi have not erupted since the 19th century or earlier.
Local Time: UTC+2 (Daylight saving time [+1hr] begins last Sunday in March; ends last Sunday in
October)
Dialling Code: +90
Internet Domain: .tr
Source - CIA World Factbook, Google Currency Converter

